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1. ALL MATERIALS RELATED TO THE CIVIL WAR

A Bibliography of Sources for Civil War, Mexican War and Spanish American War Research in Western Pennsylvania.

- qCS1-W526-S741-No. 2

A Borderland Confederate.

- E605-W754

A Civil War Diary, Feb. 1864-Feb. 1865.

- E470-H677


- E468-S885

A Complete History of the Great Rebellion: Or the Civil War in the United States, 1861-1865.

- E468-M822-1868 CASE


- dE468.9-W75
A History of the Civil War, 1861-1865.
  • By Benson J. Lossing and Matthew B. Brady. 16 parts. New York: The War Memorial Association, c 1895.
  • fE468.7-L879. v. 1-5

A History of the Civil War in the United States: With a preliminary view of its causes and biographical sketches of its heroes.
  • E468-S356

A House Divided: A study of statehood politics and the Copperhead movement in West Virginia.
  • E536-C97

A Pictorial History of the Civil War Years.
  • qE468.7-A589

A Prisoner of War in Virginia 1864-5.
  • qE468.7-A589

A Rebel War Clerk’s Diary at the Confederate States Capital.
  • E605-J77

A Short History of the Confederate States of America.
  • By Jefferson Davis. New York: Belford Co., 1890.
  • E487-D262

A Stillness at Appomattox.
  • dE470.2-C36-1959

A Woman’s War: Southern Women, Civil War, and the Confederate Legacy.
  • fE628 W9 1996

A Youth’s History of the Great Civil War in the United States of America from 1861-1865.
  • E468-H82

Aaron Eugene Bachman, My Experiences During the Civil War.
  • Photocopy. Aaron Eugene Bachman enlisted in a Pennsylvania cavalry regiment, was captured in 1864 and sent to Andersonville Prison
  • MFF2326

Abraham Lincoln, the War Years.
  • E457-S213-1940

Last updated 8/25/2017
Action at Aquila
• PS3501-L5ac-1938

Address to the Surviving Soldiers of the Late War: At the organization of the Fayette County Veteran’s Association at Uniontown, Pennsylvania, August 27, 1879.
• By Dr. N. W. Truxal.
• E462.99-F284-T875

Admiral Farragut.
• E467.1-F23-M214

Advance the Colors: Pennsylvania Civil War Battle Flags.
• fE527.4-S28-1987

Albert Moore, Diary, 1863-1864.
• Typed transcript of a sergeant in Company G, 28th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. Dated from March 10, 1863 to June 19, 1864, the diary includes an account of the Battle of Gettysburg.
• MFF 3001

Alexander Adams, Papers.
• The file includes Adams’ enlistment and war record in Company A, 100th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. From Penn State Library, Pennsylvania Historical Collection.
• MFF 4001

Alexander Murdoch, Papers.
• Includes a regimental roster, copy of a speech entitled “The Battle of Drainsville,” delivered by Murdoch on his recollections of the Civil War (with transcript), and an article entitled “A Soldiers Diary,” detailing the history of Company A, 9th Pennsylvania Reserve Regiment.
• MFF 2499

Alfred Charles Russel, Letter, 1864.
• The letter was written by Michael Dewalt, a soldier in Company E, 212th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, to his friend Mordeciah Cooley. The letter, written from Fort Craig near Washington D. C., describes camp life.
• Acc. 1993.0203

Allegheny County.
• The file includes an Official price list of clothing, a Quarterly Return of Ordinance and Ordinance Stores, a Muster Roll of Capt. Andrew Larges’ Company and a Notice-Application for Pension for Soldiers.
• MFF 2828

Allegheny County Medal of Honor Recipients.
• By Wes Slusher and Joe Pulgini. Civil War recipients and their individual actions are briefly described on pages 7-20. Pittsburgh: Allegheny County Dept. of Property and Supply, 1995.
• qUB434-P4-S5-1995

Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, in the War for the Suppression of the Rebellion, 1861-1865.
• Roll of honor defenders of the flag, attack on Fort Sumter, S. C., April 12, 1861, surrender at Appomattox, Va., April 9, 1865. Published by authority of the Board of Managers, Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Hall. Compiled and arranged band under the direction of Samuel M. Evans. Pittsburgh, Pa., 1924.
• F157-A46-E92
Allegheny (Pa.) Select and Common Council, Minutes, 1840-1907.
- The minutes include discussions of municipal war work during the Civil War.
- MSS 0205

American Bastille.
- E458.8-M36-1871

American Civil War Navies: A bibliography.
- Z1242-S655

American Firearms Makers: Colonial period to the end of the 19th century.
- TS535-C2731

American Military History, 1607-1953.
- E178-U58-1956

American Socket Bayonets, 1717-1873.
- qUD400-W3782

Amity, Pennsylvania: In the great American conflict.
- F157-W39-A516--S531-1965

An Abstract of the 1865 York County, Pennsylvania Assessors Military Roll.
- qCS1-S726-No. 33

An Alphabetical List of the Battles of the War of the Rebellion.
- E470.1-U58-A456

- qE475.51-H891

An Illustrated History of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Civil, Political and Military.
- F149-E31

An Oration Delivered on the Battlefield of Gettysburg, November 19, 1863.
• E475.56-E93

Andersonville.
• PS3521-A47an

Andersonville, Ga., U. S. A.
• E612-A5-S53

Anecdotes of the Civil War in the United States.
• dE470-T74

Andrew Shenacker, Papers, 1863-1990.
• The file includes the Civil War record of Shenacker and correspondence concerning his life. Compiled by Percival D. Park.
• MFF 2805

Annals of the Army of the Cumberland: Comprising biographies, descriptions of departments, accounts of expeditions, skirmishes and battles; also its police record of spies, smugglers and prominent rebel emissaries.
• E470.5-F64
• E470.5-F54-1864

• E475.56-U58

• Anniversary of the founding of the corps. 28th Reunion, Pittsburgh, Pa., August 1909. New York, n. d.
• UG603-S678-1909

Annual Report, Pennsylvania Adjutant General’s Office.
• 1864.
• UA43-P41

Antietam to Appomattox, 155th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers.
• Eighteen chapters, narratives of battles, sieges, marches, picketing, camp life and casualties of a veteran regiment, told by actual participants.
• E527.5-155th-P412

Appomattox: The Last Campaign.
• E477.67-R69

Aunt and the Soldier Boys from Cross Creek, Pa., 1856-1866.
• qE601-M143

• **E467.1-B87**

**Baker Family Papers, 1861-1862.**
- The file includes five letters from Charles J. Baker, a soldier with Company A, 45th Regiment, Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Infantry, to his brother Hiram Baker, detailing life in various army camps and other news. Baker was mortally wounded on September 17, 1862 at Antietam.
- **Acc. 1993.0126**

**Battlefield and Prison Pen: Or, through the war, and thrice a prisoner in rebel dungeons.**
- A graphic recital of personal experiences throughout the whole period of the late war for the Union. By John W. Urban. Philadelphia: Hubbard Brothers, c 1882.
- **dE601-U72**

**Beale Family, Papers, 1861-1962 (Bulk, 1861-1865).**
- Includes correspondence to Anna Martha Beale, a resident of Burrell Township, Westmoreland County, from friends and relatives serving with the Union Army during the Civil War. The letters deal with various aspects of the War, including the Battle of Ball’s Bluff (1861) and the Peninsular Campaign (1862).
- **MFF 0004**

**Biographical Sketches of Eminent American Patriots.**
- **E184-C3-T125**

**Boyhood Memories of the Civil War, 1861-1865.**
- **E527-S95**

**Bracken Family, Papers, 1846-1902.**
- Includes correspondence relating to the Civil War.
- **MFF 0055**

**Brunot Family, Papers, 1834-1968.**
- Includes materials relating to the Civil War and Felix Brunot’s involvement in philanthropic and civilian relief work in support of the Union.
- **MSS 0006**

**Bucktailed Wildcats, a Regiment (42nd) of Civil War Volunteers.**
- **E527.5-42nd-G55**

**Bullet and Shell: A soldier’s romance.**
- **E601-W72**

**Burial of General Rosecrans, Arlington National Cemetery, May 17, 1902.**
- **E467.1-R7-S678**

**Callen Family, Papers, 1862-1887.**
- Includes correspondence to James Callen from his brother, David Callen, and other members of the 4th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry.
• MFF 0005

Camp-fire and Cotton Field: Southern adventure in time of war.
  • E601-K74

Campaigning with the Roundheads: The history of the One Hundredth Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Infantry Regiment in the American Civil War, 1861-5.
  • E527.5-100th

Campaigns and Battles of the Army of Virginia.
  • E534-W812

Campaigns of the Civil War: Atlanta.
  • dE476.7-C877-1965?

Campaigning With Grant.
  • E672-P84

Captain Sam Grant.
  • E672-L6744

  • E646-P412-E77

Catalogue of Military Goods, for Sale by Francis Bannerman.
  • fUC263-B219-1960

  • To be exhibited at Philadelphia, June 7th, 1864 at the Great Central Fair. Sanitary Commission, Dept. of Arms and Trophies. Philadelphia: Crissy & Markley, 1864.
  • E632-P544-U58 CASE

Celebration of the One Hundredth Anniversary of the Incorporation of the City of Pittsburgh: Names and service of all members of the Allegheny County Bar who served in the war of 1861 and 1865.
  • F159.45-H67-1916

Chancellorsville and Gettysburg.
  • By Abner Doubleday. New York: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1908.
  • dE475.35-D72

Chancellorsville: Lee’s Greatest Battle.
  • E475.35-S775
Chalfant Family, Papers 1863-1864. July 5, 1863; December 9, 1864.
  - Written by James Chalfant to his brother, Henry, one from prison in South Carolina.
  - MFF 2201

  - qCS71-K61-W296

  - dUA428-W31-C4-1913

Chronicles of the Twenty-First Regiment, New York State Volunteers: Embracing a full history of the regiment.
  - E523-21st-M657-1887

Civil War and Social Change in Georgia.
  - LHRS-VIDEO-42

Civil War Battlefield Parks of Virginia.
  - Virginia State Travel Service. Richmond: Dept. of Conservation & Economic Development. No date.
  - qE470.2-V817

  - qE601-K57-O81

Civil War in Pictures.
  - E468.7-P914-C582
  - qE468.7-P914

Civil War Letters of Alexander Adams.
  - The letters were written by Adams, a Private, mostly to his mother during his service in the Union army. No publisher, no date.
  - qE601-A21

Civil War Medicine.
  - E621-B87

Civil War Naval Chronology, 1861-1865.
  - qE591-U581-N316, qE591-U581
Clarkson Haught, Letter, July 20, 1862.
  • The letter was written by Haught to his mother, Nancy, from a camp near Harrison’s Landing, Va., and
details the activities of Haught and his father, James, both serving in Company D, 7th Virginia Regiment, U.
  S. Volunteers.
  • qE591-U581

  • The file includes Civil War correspondence of Robert Clugston.
  • MSS 0070

Col. A. W. Gilbert, Citizen-Soldier of Cincinnati.
  • Edited by William E. Smith and Ophia D. Smith. Cincinnati: Historical and Philosophical Society of Ohio,
  1934.
  • F486-G45

Col. William Napton, Papers, 1847, 1861, 1869.
  • The file contains papers relating to the Mexican War and Civil War. New Jersey.
  • MFF 2136

  • Salem, Mass.: The Salem Press Company, 1902.
  • E415.7-M166

Colorado Volunteers in New Mexico, 1862. 1st Regiment Colorado Volunteers.
  • E415.7-M166

Commanders of the Army of the Potomac.
  • E470.2-H355

Commission for Andrew Ivory to the 11th Infantry, Company G of the Pennsylvania Volunteers.
  • Includes commission papers for Pennsylvania Reserve Volunteers, 11th infantry.
  • Acc. 2000.0061

Concise History Of the Camp and Field Life of the 122d Regiment, Penn’a Volunteers.
  • Compiled from notes, sketches, and incidents, recorded in the diary of George F. Sprenger. Lancaster Pa.: The
New Era Steam Book Print, 1885.
  • E527.5-122d

Confederate Agent: A discovery in history.
  • E608-H811-1960

Confederate Soldiers and Sailors Who Died as Prisoners of War at Camp Butler, Illinois, 1862-5.
  • qE616-B985-C748

Confederate Soldiers, Sailors and Civilians Who Died as Prisoners of War at Camp Douglas, Chicago, Ill.,
1862-1865.
  • qE616-D7-C748

Confederate States of America, Medical Director’s Office, Records, 1861-5.
• Included in the file is correspondence and other materials relating to the management of Confederate health services and transfer of Union and Confederate patients. The letters are from Medical Director, William A. Carrington, and CSA Surgeon, General Samuel P. Moore.
• MFF 0007

**Contract Between the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and Dr. George L. Bomberger:** For services as a medical officer during the Civil War.
• Dated March 21, 1865.
• MFF 2649

**Cultural Story of an American City, Cleveland.**
• By Elbert J. Benton. Includes as Part 2 a description of Cleveland under the shadow of the Civil War and reconstruction, 1850-1877. Cleveland: Western Reserve Historical Society, 1943.
• F486-W5-B478

**Daring and Suffering:** A history of the great railroad adventure.
• E473.55-P68

**David Gregg: Pennsylvania Cavalryman.**
• qE527-G819-B955

**David S. McCollough, Army Discharge, Vienna, Virginia, June 30, 1865.**
• MFF1202

**Dawson-Montgomery Families, Diary and Papers.**
• Diary was kept by Alex Montgomery, who served for nine months (1862-1863) in Company F, 136th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. It documents his daily life and operations in which he participated, especially the Battle of Fredericksburg in December 1862, in which he was wounded. The August 1863 entry honors others in the regiment who died in battle.
• MSS 0101

**Dear Esther:** The Civil War letters of Private Aungier Dobb, Centerville, Pennsylvania.
• qE527-6-22d-D632-1991

**Dedication of the Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Military Park.**
• E475.81-B789

**Delaware During the Civil War, a Political History.**
• E500-H234-1961

**Diary of General S. M. Jackson for the Year 1862.**
• Apollo, Pa.: Pref., 1925.
• dE601-J14

**Diary of Gideon Welles:** Secretary of the Navy under Lincoln and Johnson.
• E468-W44
Dickson Courtney Shaw, Letters, 1862.
- MFF 2162

- MFF 2828

Edgar A. Roth, Papers, 1874-1960.
- Roth was a Pittsburgh artist and historian and designer of the Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Hall. He wrote extensively on Western Pennsylvania history, including various Civil War regiments.
- MSS 0102

Edwin M. Stanton: His character and public services on the eve of the Rebellion.
- E467.1-S79-W748

Edwin McMasters Stanton: The autocrat of rebellion, emancipation, and reconstruction.
- E467.1-S79-F64

- McKee was active in preserving the history of Wilkinsburg, Pa., and vicinity. The file includes research notes on history, primarily documenting the town’s contribution to the Civil War. Of note are biographical sketches of soldiers, histories of regiments and GAR Posts and the listing of soldiers buried in the Beulah and Hebron Cemeteries.
- MFF 0015

Elwood’s Stories of the Old Ringgold Cavalry, 1847-1865: The first three-year cavalry of the Civil War.
- E527.6-22nd-R58CASE

- Pittsburgh, July 26, 1862-March 25, 1864.
- MFF 0097

Eye of the Storm: A Civil War Odyssey.
- E601 S667 2000

Felix Reville Brunot, 1820-1898.
- dE93-B89-S63

Fighting by Southern Federals.
• E491-A54

**Following the Flag:** From August 1861 to November 1862 with the Army of the Potomac.
- dE470-C67.1865 CASE

**Following the Greek Cross:** Or, memories of the Sixth Army Corps.
- E493. 1-6th-H99

**Forty-Seventh National Encampment, Grand Army of the Republic:** Chattanooga, Tenn., September 15-20, 1913.
- qE462.1-A2-47th

**Four Years in Secessia:** Adventures within and beyond the Union lines.
- E468.9-B882

**14th Pennsylvania Cavalry Association, Papers, 1888-1891.**
- Includes a letter of invitation and a brochure for the ninth reunion of the Association in 1891.
- MFF 2665

**Four Years of Fighting:** A volume of personal observation with the army and navy, from the first battle of Bull Run to the fall of Richmond.
- E470-C67f

**Four Years under Marse Robert.**
- E605-S85

**Four Years with the Army of the Potomac.**
- E470.2-T843

**Francis Gregg, Letters, 1862-1863.**
- The letters were written to Gregg’s wife and children on October 14, 1862 and April 21, May 5 and 8, June 8 and July 14, 1863.
- MFF 2236

**Francis W. Bruce, Letters, 1863.**
- The letters are addressed to John McAllister. Pittsburgh, June 16, 1863. They describe the reactions of Pittsburghers to Lee’s 1863 invasion of Pennsylvania.
- MFF 0418

**Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Famous Leaders and Battle Scenes of the Civil War.**
- fE468.7-M687

**Frazier March Winans, Papers, 1847-9, 1851, 1861.**
- The papers relate to Winan’s military service in the Mexican and Civil Wars.
- MFF 2266
Frederick Augustus James’s Civil War Diary: Sumter to Andersonville.
   • E611-J27

Frederick Jenny, Letter, November 21, 1864.
   • Letter written by John A. Percy, Sergeant, Battery B, 2nd Artillery, Pennsylvania Volunteers, to Col. Fr. Jordan concerning the whereabouts of Frederick Jenny, also with Battery E.
   • MFF 2748

From Bull Run to Appomattox: A boy’s view.
   • E605-H79

From Chattanooga to Petersburg under Generals Grant and Butler: A contribution to the history of the war, and a personal vindication.
   • E470.2-S66

From Libby to Freedom.
   • E611-O11

From Manassas to Appomattox: Memoirs of the civil war in America.
   • E470-L85

From Tannery to White House: The life of Ulysses S. Grant.
   • dE672-T369

Genealogy of Some Early Families in Grant and Pleasant Districts, Preston County, West Virginia.
   • The frontispiece is a roster of Company H, 3rd Regiment, Potomac Home Brigade, Maryland Infantry. By Edward Thorp King. Marshalltown, Ia., 1933.
   • F247-P93-K52

General Butler in New Orleans.
   • The capture and administration of New Orleans in 1862. By James Parton. New York: Mason Brothers; Boston: Mason & Hamlin, 1864.
   • E510-P27

General Grant.
     ○ Same Title. New York: D. Appleton, c 1897.
   • dE672-W749
   • dE672-W749-1897

General Hancock.
   • dE467.1-H23-W17
• E467.1-H2-W179

General History of Company D, 149th Pennsylvania Volunteers: And personal sketches of the members.
  • Compiled by John W. Nesbit. Allegheny, Pa.: Thomas J. Kuhns & Co., no date.
  • E527.5-149
  • E527.5-149th-1908 CASE

General John A. Logan: A biography.
  • E664-B63-C7

General Johnston: Joseph E.
  • E467.1-J74-H894

General Lee.
  • E467.1-L47-L45
  • E467.1-L47-L45-1894

General McClellan.
  • E467.1-M12-M62

General Officers of the Confederate Army, Officers of the Executive Departments of the Confederate States, Members of the Confederate Congress by States.
  • E467.1-M12-M62

General Scott.
  • dE403.1-S4-W952

General Sheridan.
  • E467.1-S55-D255

General Sherman.
  • E476.1-S553-F697

General Thomas.
  • E467.1-T4-C785

Generals and Battles of the Civil War.
  • Pictorial with descriptive text in appendix. By A. W. Bromberger, 1891.
  • dE468.7-B64

  • Letter from Blevam to his uncle from Pittsburgh, the recruiting station for Blevam’s unit, the 14th U. S. Infantry.
  • Acc. 1996.0072
George E. Hamilton, Letter, December 17, 1863.
- The letter is from Hamilton, a member of the 140th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, to his sister, Lide E. Hamilton.
- MFF 0912

George Levis, Letter, October 23, 1862.
- The letter is from George D. Kughler of West Greenville, Pa., to Levis (also spelled Levers) mentioning the Civil War draft in the area.
- MFF 2753

George McCully Laughlin, Photographs.
- The file includes several photographs of George McCully Laughlin in Civil War uniform and a photograph of a “Civil War Surrender Site.”
- Acc. 1995.0164

George M. Draher, Papers, 1862-1869.
- Draher was a private in Company B, 63rd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. The file includes two diaries, written in 1862 and 1863, histories of Company B and the Battle of Gettysburg, discharge papers and other Civil War materials.
- MFF 2219

George W. Reed, Military Papers, 1862, 1863.
- MFF 2149

Georgia’s Confederate Soldiers: Unusual references to Confederate information.
- qE566-G532-C814

- E475.53-V24

Gettysburg, A Novel. (fiction)
- PS3523-O52g

Gettysburg Made Plain: A succinct account of the campaign and battles, with the aid of one diagram and twenty-nine maps.
- dE475.51-D727

- 2nd Edition. Columbus, Oh.: Authorized By Act of General Assembly Approved April, 13, 1889.
- E475.56-R425

  - Same Title. 1954, reprinted 1961.
- E475.56-T569
- E475.56-T569-1961
Gettysburg: The Final Fury.
- E475.53-C36

Gettysburg: The High Noon of Destiny.
- E475.53-F728

Gettysburg: The pictures and the story.
- E475.53-G5-1913

- qE475.53-R263

Gettysburg: The place, the battle, the outcome.
- E475.53-S886-G394

Gettysburg, the Pivotal Battle of the Civil War.
- E475.53-B414

- E475.57-P415

Gettysburg: What They Did There.
- E475.56-M663-G394-1920

- Includes papers relating to Hays’ father, Gen. Alexander Hays, and the 12th and 63rd Regiments, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, as well as miscellaneous material relating to Gilbert Hays’ books on the life and letters of his father and the history of the 63rd Regiment.
- MSS 0099

Glimpses of the Nation’s Struggle.
- E464-G559

Glory Road.
- E470.2-C36

Grant and His Generals.
- E467-M123

Grant and Sherman: Their Campaigns and Generals.
  • E467-H43

Greene County, Records, 1785-1887.
• Includes miscellaneous papers relating to the 122nd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
  • MSS 0097

Guide to Federal Archives Relating to the Civil War.
  • CD6047-M965

Guide to Indiana Civil War Manuscripts.
  • E506-T64

Hardtack and Coffee: The unwritten story of army life.
• Edited by Richard Harwell. Chicago: R. R. Donnelley, 1960
  • dE607-B59

Harper Family, Papers, 1796-1882 (Bulk, 1855-1866).
• Includes correspondence and materials documenting the school and military life of Albert Metcalf Harper. During the Civil War, Harper attained the rank of Major and Adjutant General of U. S. Volunteers.
  • MSS 0008

Harper’s Pictorial History of the Civil War.
  o Same Title. 2 Volumes. Puritan Press Co., 1894.
  • fE468.7-G93h v.1-2
  • fE468.7-G93h-1894 v. 1-2

• 2 Volumes. McDonnell Bros., 1866-68.
  • fE468.7-G93 v.1-2

Haskell of Gettysburg: His life and Civil War papers.
• Edited by Frank L. Byrne and Andrew T. Weaver. Madison: State Historical Society of Wisconsin,
  • E601-H34

• Includes letters, a biography and other materials relating to William Havecotte’s service in Company E, 115th Ohio Volunteer Infantry, mostly in a clerical capacity.
  • MFF 2792

Henry Eberle Papers.
• Contains correspondence of Eberle, who was a member of the 28th Pennsylvania Volunteers.
  • Acc. 2002.0051

Henry McFarland, Account Book of Department Paymaster 863-1865.
• MFF 0089

• qVE23-B636

Highways and Byways of the Civil War.
• E470.1-M13-1938

Hiller Family, Papers, 1861-1865, 1890-1915.
• Includes correspondence, diaries, pension records and discharge papers primarily documenting members of the Hiller family and Civil War veterans John Baird and William McCloskey.
• MSS 0249

Historic Views of America’s Greatest Battlefield: Gettysburg.
• Gettysburg, Pa.: Blocher’s, c 1920.
• fE475.53-H673

Historical Register and Dictionary of the United States Army: From its organization, September 29, 1789, to March 2, 1903.
• qU11-U58-M473
• U11-U58-H473-1890

History of Company K, 1st Infantry, Penn’s Reserves.
• By H. N. Minnigh. Duncansville, Pa.: “Home Print” Publisher, c 1891.
• dE527.5-1st-M663

History of Durell’s Battery in the Civil War (Independent Battery D, Pennsylvania Volunteer Artillery).
• A narrative of the campaigns and battles of Berks and Bucks Counties’ artillerists in the war of the rebellion. By Charles A. Cuffel. Phila: Craig, Finley & Co., Printers, 1903.
• E527.7.DCASE

• E527.7.FCASE

History of Pennsylvania Volunteers.
• qE527-B32, qE527-B32-Index

History of the Administration of President Lincoln: Including his speeches, letters, addresses, proclamations, and messages. With a preliminary sketch of his life.
• dE456-R26, E456-R26l

History of the Army of the Potomac.
• E470.2-S859

History of the “Bucktails,” Kane Rifle Regiment of the Pennsylvania Reserve Corps (13th Pa. Reserves, 42nd
of the Line).

- E527.5-42dCASE

History of the Civil War in America. 4 Volumes.

- E468-P23 v. 1-4

History of the Eighteenth Regiment of Cavalry, Pennsylvania Volunteers (163d Regiment of the Line), 1862-1865.

- E527.6-18thCASE

History of the Eighty-Fifth Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, 1861-1865: Comprising an authentic narrative of Casey’s Division at the Battle of Seven Pines.

- qE527.5-85th

History of the Eighty-Seventh Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers.

- E527.5-87th CASE

History of the Fifth West Virginia Cavalry, Formerly the Second Virginia Infantry, and of Battery G, First West Virginia Light Artillery.

- E536.6-5th CASE

History of the Fifteenth Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry: Recruited and known as the Anderson Cavalry in the rebellion of 1861-1865.

- qE527.6-15th CASE

History of the First Battalion Pennsylvania Six Months Volunteers and 187th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry: Six months and three years service, Civil War, 1863-1865.

- E527.5-187th

History of the Forty-Fifth Regiment Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Infantry, 1861-1865.

- E527.5-45th CASE

History of the Grand Army of the Republic.

- E462.1-A19

History of the Michigan Organizations at Chickamauga, Chattanooga and Missionary Ridge, 1863.

• E475.81-B43

History of the Old Flag of the Eighty-Fifth Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers: Civil War, 1861-5.
  • E527.5-85th

History of the 101st Regiment, Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Infantry 1861-1865.
  • qE527.5-101st

History of the 103d Regiment, Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Infantry, 1861-1865.
  • qE527.5-103dCASE

History of the 104th Pennsylvania Regiment: From August 22nd, 1861, to September 30th, 1864.
  • By William W. H. Davis. Philadelphia: Jas. B. Rodgers, Printer, 1866.
  • E527.5-104thCASE

History of the One Hundred and Fifth Regiment of Pennsylvania Volunteers.
  • A complete history of the organization, marches, battles, toils, and dangers participated in by the Regiment from the beginning to the close of the war, 1861-1865. By Kate M. Scott. Philadelphia: New-World Publishing Company, 1877.
  • E527.5-105th

History of the One Hundred and Sixth Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers, 2d Brigade, 2d Division, 2d Corps, 1861-1865.
  • E527.5-106th

History of the 118th Pennsylvania Volunteers, Corn Exchange Regiment.
  • From their first engagement at Antietam to Appomattox, to which is added a record of its organization and a complete roster. Fully illustrated with maps, portraits, and over one hundred illustrations, with addenda. By the Survivors’ Association, 118th (Corn Exchange) Regt., P. V. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. L. Smith, 1905.
  • E527.5-118th

History of the 121st Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers.
  • E527.5-121st

History of the One Hundred and Twenty-Fourth Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers, in the War of the Rebellion, 1862-1863: Regimental reunions, 1885-906, history of monument.
  • E527.5-124th

History of the One Hundred and Twenty-Fifth Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers, 1862-1863.
  • By the Regimental Committee. Printed by J. B. Lippincott Company, 1906.
  • E527.5-125th

History of the One Hundred and Fortieth Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers.
  • By Prof. Robert Laird Stewart. Published by authority of the Regimental Association. Philadelphia: Printed by the Franklin Bindery, 1912.
  • E527.5-140th
History of the One Hundred and Fiftieth Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers, Second Regiment, Bucktail Brigade.
- E527.5-150th CASE

History of the One Hundred and Fifty-Third Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers Infantry: Recruited in Northampton County, Pa., 1862-1863.
- E527.5-153d

History of the Pennsylvania Reserves: A complete record of the organization and of the different companies, regiments and brigades.
- Compiled from official reports and other documents. By J. R. Sypher, Esq. Lancaster, Pa.: Published by E. Barr & Co., 1865.
- E527.5-S99

- qUA428-W31

History of the Ram Fleet and the Mississippi Marine Brigade in the War for the Union on the Mississippi and its Tributaries.
- E591-C89

History of the Second Army Corps in the Army of the Potomac.
- E493.1-2d-W179

History of the Second Pennsylvania Veteran Heavy Artillery (112th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers) from 1861 to 1866: Including the Provisional Second Penn'a Heavy Artillery.
- E527.7-2d

History of the Seventeenth Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry: or one hundred and sixty-second in the line of Pennsylvania volunteer regiments, war to suppress the rebellion, 1861-1865.
- E527.6-17th

History of the Seventy-Eighth Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
- E527.5-78th

History Sixty-First Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers, 1861-1865.
- qE527.5-61st CASE
History of the Third Pennsylvania Cavalry, Sixtieth Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers, in the American Civil War, 1861-1865.
- qE527.6-3d

History of the Twelfth Regiment, Pennsylvania Reserve Volunteer Corps (41st Regiment of the Line), from Its Muster into the United States Service, August 10th, 1861, to Its Muster Out, June 11th, 1864.
- E527.5-41st

History of the Twenty-Third Pennsylvania Volunteers Infantry, Birney’s Zouaves: Three months and three years service, Civil War.
- Compiled by the secretary by order of the Survivors Association, Twenty- Third Regiment, 1903-1904. Philadelphia? 1904?
- qE527.5-23d

History of the United States from the Compromise of 1850 to the Final Restoration of Home Rule at the South in 1877.
- E415.7-R47 v. 1-7

History of the United States Sanitary Commission: Being the general report of its work during the war of the rebellion.
- E631-U58

History of the United States Secret Service.
- E608-B16

- Pittsburgh, 1891.
- longUA428-W31h

Hugh Alfred Ayres, Papers, 1861-1896.
- Papers include correspondence and writings of Alfred Ayres during his service as Captain of Company H, 78th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers. The letters were written to his wife and describe the battles of Chickamauga (Ga.), Chattanooga (Tenn.), his support of Gen. Rosecrans' order forbidding railroad travel of women in the South, and his impressions of the state of the Union Army while fighting in the South. Writings include two drafts of a verse poem and a prose reminiscence describing the Battle of Dallas (Ga.) in 1864, also known as New Hope Church. Also included is Ayres' discharge certificate from the 13th Regiment of the Pennsylvania Volunteers in 1861. Hugh Alfred (Alf) Ayres was born in Butler, Pennsylvania and served with the 13th and 78th Regiments of Pennsylvania Volunteers during the Civil War. He married Elizabeth Kerr in 1861 and returned to Butler after the war. Ayres held political offices in Butler and worked in merchandising and the oil industry after the war.
- MFF 0067

Human Interest Stories of the Three Days Battles at Gettysburg.
- qE475.53-G864

Humphrey F. Carson, Military Papers, 1861-1864, 1888-1897.
Papers include military documents from Humphrey's service with the 193rd Regiment, Company F and the 12th Regiment, Company F of the Pennsylvania Volunteers. Also included are pension document from his military service. Humphrey F. Carson was born in Westmoreland County, Pa. He served in the military during the Civil War and the Mexican War.

MFF 2200

I Rode with Stonewall: Being chiefly the war experiences of the youngest member of Jackson’s staff from the John Brown raid to the hanging of Mrs. Surratt.

- E470-D733, E470-B63-1961

Illustrated Catalog of Civil War Military Goods: Union weapons, insignia, uniform accessories and other equipment.

- fE646.5-S38-1985

Illustrated Life, Campaigns and Public Services of Philip H. Sheridan (Major-General Sheridan).

- Case-E467.1-S55-D39

Images from the Storm: 300 Civil War Images by the Author of Eye of the Storm

- qE468.7 S769 2001

In and Out of the Lines: An accurate account of incidents during the occupation of Georgia by Federal troops in 1864-65.

- dE605-H84

In Memoriam, Edwin McMasters Stanton, His Life and Work: With an account of dedication of bronze statue in his native city.

- E467.1-S79-D75

Incidents and Adventures in Rebeldom: Libby, Belle-Isle, Salisbury.

- E611-D21

Indiana in the Civil War Era, 1850-1880.

- F526-H67-v.3

Indiana in the War of the Rebellion.

- F521-I39-v.41

Indiana Politics During the Civil War.

- F521-I39-v.31
Infantry Tactics: For the instruction, exercise and maneuver of the soldier, a company, line of skirmishers, battalion, brigade or corps d’armée.
- Case- UD160-C338-1862

- E527.5-100th-P47-1990 CASE

Instructions for Making Muster-Rolls: Mustering into service, periodic payments and discharging from service of volunteers or militia.
- dU113-U58-I59-1863

James A. Garfield, Papers, 1856-1881.
- Includes correspondence primarily relating to post-Civil War matters, but also includes a photocopy of a military commission for Garfield, a Colonel in the 42nd Regiment, Ohio Volunteer Infantry.
- MFF 0017

James B. Ross, Diary, August 8, 1862-May 7, 1863.
- Includes transcription of Ross's diary from August 8, 1862 to May 8, 1863 while serving with the 123rd Regiment of the Pennsylvania Volunteers, Colonel B. Clark Infantry. The diary contains profound remarks on camp logistics, regiment review and every day weather. Of note is a short humorous episode with President Lincoln witnessed by the author of the diary in Washington on September 12, 1862. Ross was a native of West Manchester, Allegheny County, Pa., and was a soldier in Company G, 123rd Regiment of the Pennsylvania Volunteers. He served with the regiment until he was mustered out with the company on May 13, 1863. Of note is his relative inactivity in warfare, as well as of the whole company G, and Ross's first vote on October 14, 1862.
- MFF 0181

James Buchanan and His Cabinet on the Eve of Secession.
- E436-A89

James Dickson, Papers, 1858-1894.
- Dickson was an accountant and partner in the dry-goods store of McElroy and Dickson at Fourth and Wood Streets, Pittsburgh. The papers consist primarily of financial ledgers and materials but include some Civil War materials.
- MSS 0027

James Galloway Dinwiddie Findley, Civil War Correspondence 1862-1864.
- Findley was an enlisted man and officer in Companies F and K, 91st Ohio Volunteer Infantry from Butler County and a great grandson of Congressman William Findley. Later, he was a United Presbyterian minister in Ohio and New York.
- MFF 0050

James R. Grant, Papers, 1862-1889.
- Includes various documents relating primarily to Grant’s service as Captain commanding Company K of the Fourth Pennsylvania Cavalry. Grant, a resident of Franklin, Pa., was a prominent businessman and elected official.
- MSS 0124

James Veech, Papers, 1838-1879.
• The papers include correspondence relating to the defense of Uniontown in the Civil War and the Pittsburgh Sanitary Commission, 1864.
• MSS 0147

James W. Eberhart, Diaries of Salisbury Prison, 1864-1865.
• MFF 0184

Jarrett Collection.
• Letters from Robert Taggert, 1861 and 1862. Taggert was Captain of Co. C 9th Pennsylvania Reserves.
• MFF 2258

Jefferson College, Autograph Albums, 1856-1861.
• Kept by students at the College in Canonsburg, Pa., includes references to the Civil War and one signature from a student at Camp Wilkins in Pittsburgh.
• MFF 0036

Jefferson Davis Gets His Citizenship Back.
• E467.1-D26-W286

John Adams Dennis, Civil War Diaries, 1862-1864.
• The file includes handwritten excerpts from the diaries.
• MFF 0209

John Brown’s Body.
• E451-B465

John Covode, Papers, 1838-1892.
• Includes papers relating to Covode’s career as a Westmoreland County businessman and in the U. S. House of Representatives during the Civil War, when he was a member of the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War, as well as correspondence from his son George, a colonel in the Pennsylvania cavalry.
• MSS 0018

John Foster Papers, 1862-1864.
• Contains correspondence of John Foster, a member of the 103rd Pennsylvania, to his wife. He was captured in 1864 and died in Andersonville Prison.
• Acc. 2000.0209

John H. Fleming, Civil War Letters, 1862-March 6, 1865.
• Titled: A Palace Guard View of Lincoln. Compiled by Christian Brun. The file includes a colored photograph of Fleming, a member of Company K, 150th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
• MFF 2195

John I. Nevin, Diary and Papers, 1858-1894.
• The documents describe Nevin’s service during the Civil War as an officer with the 93rd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. Nevin was captured and sent to Libby Prison in 1862.
• MSS 0064

John S. Patton, Papers, 1863-1923.
• Included are letters 1863, and diaries, 1865-1923. Brownsville, Pa.
• MSS 0126

John W. Ainsworth, Military Discharge, June 30, 1865.
• Ainsworth was a member of Company A, 5th Pennsylvania Volunteer Heavy Artillery, 204th Regiment of the Line.
• MFF 2777

**John White Geary, Soldier-Statesman, 1819-1873.**
• E476.1-G29-T589

**Johnny Reb and Billy Yank.**
• E605-H94

**Johnson’s New Illustrated (Steel Plate) Family Atlas.**
• Includes a chronological history of the Civil War. New York: Johnson and Ward, 1863.
• fG1019-F535

**Joseph Albree, Papers, 1842-1898.**
• The file includes correspondence and other papers detailing life in Pittsburgh during the Civil War and various philanthropic activities associated with the war effort. Albree owned a shoe store and ornamental iron works and was active in civic organizations supporting the Union cause.
• MSS 0047

**Joseph L. McQuaide, Papers, 1853-1863.**
• Contains primarily correspondence from Camp Wilkins, Pittsburgh, and various camps in Virginia relating to McQuaide’s service in Company C, 9th Pennsylvania Reserves, 38th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, until his death at the Second Battle of Bull Run on August 30, 1862.
• MFF 0133

**Joseph Russell Caldwell, Papers, 1857-1901.**
• Includes materials relating to Caldwell’s service in Company G, 10th Pennsylvania Reserves, during the Civil War.
• MFF 2789

**Journal of the Convention of the State of Arkansas: Which was begun and held in the Capitol, in the City of Little Rock, on Monday, the fourth day of March, one thousand, eight hundred and sixty-two.**
• Little Rock: Johnson & Yerkes, State Printers, 1861.
• JK9780-A15-1861 CASE

**Journal of the Thirty-Ninth National Encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic: Denver, Colorado, September 7th and 8th, 1905.**
• Boston: Griffith-Stillings Press, 1905.
• JK9780-A15-1861 CASE

**Journal of the Thirty-Sixth National Encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic: Washington, D. C., October 9th to 10th, 1902.**
• Includes roster of the officers of the national encampment. 1866-1902. Minneapolis: Kimball & Storer, 1903.
• E462.1-U5-1902

**Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield Park and the Atlanta Campaign.**
• qE476.7-U58-K34
- Written to M. Lyde Homer.
- MFF 0466

Last Charge at Gettysburg.
- E475.51-V637

Last Hours of Sheridan’s Cavalry.
- E477.67-T78

Laughlin Family, Papers.
- The file includes a biography of Laughlin, letters to his family and fiancée during the war and an article titled “Memories of Appomattox”, written by Laughlin and edited by Charles A. McClintock, appearing in the Western Pennsylvania History Magazine, Volume 42, September 1959. Laughlin joined the 155th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, in 1862, served throughout the war and ended as a Captain and Brevet Major.
- Acc. 1995.0262

Lawrence County, Pennsylvania Soldiers: Revolutionary War, War of 1812, Civil War.
- qUA420-L36-M996

Leaves from the Diary of an Army Surgeon: Or, Incidents of field, camp and hospital life.
- dE601-E47 CASE

- E467.1-L47-F855

Lee: A Biography.
- E467.1-L47-F855-1945

Lee and His Cause: Or the why and the how of the war between the states.
- dE487-D312

Lee and Longstreet at High Tide: Gettysburg in the light of the official records.
- By Helen D. Longstreet. Gainesville, Ga.: The Author, 1904.
- E475.53-L85

Lee the American.
- E467.1-L47-B799-1929

Lee’s Invasion of Northwest Virginia in 1861.
- E472.1-H17
Lee’s Lieutenants: A study in command.
- E470.2-F855

Letter to Josiah Stephenson a produce merchant, by the man he paid to substitute for him in the Civil War.
- The letter is from Elisha McGuire to Josiah Stephenson a produce merchant, the man he paid to substitute for him in the Civil War, June 1, 1862
- Acc. 1996.0128

Letters of a Civil War Surgeon.
- E601-W343

Letters of Ulysses S. Grant to His Father and His Younger Sister, 1857-78.
- E672-G764

Life and Achievements of James Addams Beaver.
- dE467.1-B39-B968

Life and Deeds of General Sherman.
- E467.1 S553-N877

- Edited and arranged with notes and contemporary history by George Thornton Fleming from data compiled by Gilbert Adams Hays. Pittsburgh, Pa., 1919.
- E467.1-H42-F59

Life and Military Service of Matthias Manner, 1841-1864.
- CS71-M281-S836

Life in the Confederate Army: Being personal experiences of a private soldier in the Confederate Army.
- dE605-F69

Life of Wm. Tecumseh Sherman.
- E467.1-S553-J71

Life Struggles in Rebel Prisons.
- dE611-F35 CASE

Life and Achievements of James Addams Beaver.
  • dE467.1-B39-B968

Life and Deeds of General Sherman.
  • E467.1 S553-N877

  • Edited and arranged with notes and contemporary history by George Thornton Fleming from data compiled by Gilbert Adams Hays. Pittsburgh, Pa., 1919.
  • E467.1-H42-F59

Life and Military Service of Matthias Manner, 1841-1864.
  • CS71-M281-S836

Life in the Confederate Army: Being personal experiences of a private soldier in the Confederate Army.
  • dE605-F69

Life of Wm. Tecumseh Sherman.
  • E467.1-S553-J71

Life Struggles in Rebel Prisons.
  • dE611-F35 CASE

Lincoln and Gettysburg: The story of Abraham Lincoln’s immortal address at Gettysburg.
  • Gettysburg: Bookmart, 1949.
  • E475.55-F737

Lincoln and His Generals.
  • E470-W7275

Lincoln and the Bluegrass: Slavery and civil war in Kentucky.
  • E457-T754

Lincoln and the War Governors.
  • E457.4-H587 CASE

Lincoln’s Supreme Court.
  • qE457.2-S587
Linda Mockenhop, Papers, 1862-1882.
- Included in the file is a note from John Hartley to Mrs. Sarah Hartley dated May 8, 1864, from Lynchburg, Va., advising of his recent capture and good health. Also included is a letter from J. W. Wilson, Captain, Company E, 14th Regiment, Ohio Volunteer Infantry, dated November 23, 1862, from Gallatin, Tenn., to his sister, describing the economic conditions of local Southerners. His regiment was Provost Guard for the town.
- Acc. 1994.0207

Linton Family, Papers, 1838-1909.
- The Linton family from East Bethlehem, Pa., included several Civil War veterans. The file contains documents relating to the Civil War, the 7th Cavalry Regiment and the 140th Infantry Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers.
- MSS 0136

List of Officers of the Army of the United States from 1779 to 1900.
- Includes a register of all appointments by the President of the United States in the volunteer service during the Civil War. Compiled by William H. Powell from the official records. Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1967.
- U11-U58-P88

List of Soldiers Belonging to Pennsylvania Regiments Who Died at Andersonville from February 26, 1864 to March 24, 1865.
- Also list of Union soldiers buried at Andersonville. Surgeon Generals Office. Harrisburg, Pa.: Singerly & Myers, 1865.
- qE612-A5-P412

Little Known Facts: Abraham Lincoln and the Civil War.
- E457.901-C334

Little Mac: The Life of General George B. McClellan.
- E467.1-M12-M123

“Little Phil” and His Troopers.
- E467.1-S55-B96

Lookout Mountain: Battles and battlefield.
- E475.97-W177-1952

Loyal West Virginia from 1861 to 1865.
- qE536-L27

Making and Remaking Pennsylvania’s Civil War.
- E527 M35 2001

Manual for Quartermasters and Commissaries: Containing instructions in the preparation of vouchers, abstracts, returns, etc.
- **Manual of Instruction for the Volunteers and Militia of the United States.**
  - U113-G463

- **Manual of the Civil War: And key to the Grand Army of the Republic and kindred societies.**
  - E462.99-C288-1899

- **Map of Civil War Battlefields and Civil War Chronological History.**
  - Map File-Battles

- **Marchand Papers, 184(6?)-1899.**
  - The file includes the muster roll of Samuel Sackett Marchand’s company in the 14th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
  - MFF 2117

- **Marching Through Georgia.**
  - dE476.69-H45

- **Martial Deeds of Pennsylvania.**
  - qE527-B32-M328

- **Martin S. Bortz, Papers, 1864-1870.**
  - MFF 0013

- **Martin Seel Papers, 1860-1864.**
  - This collection contains correspondence of Martin Seel as well as genealogical material created by the donors of the collection. Most of the letters are addressed to his brother, Georg Seel who was a farmer in the Shaler, Pa. area. In addition to a picture of the daily life of a soldier, the letters show his attempts to stay involved in his family life. They also reflect his growing disappointment with the Army because the German units were much maligned for their performance at Chancellorsville and Gettysburg. Martin enlisted in the Union Army during the Civil War and was mustered in to the service on September 14, 1861 as a Private in Company I of the 74th Pennsylvania Regiment. This unit saw action in the Shenandoah Valley Campaign, Second Manassas, Chancellorsville and Gettysburg. In August 1864 the unit was sent to South Carolina where it participated in the siege of Charleston. In September 1864 the regiment was returned to Washington where Martin was mustered out on September 15, 1865.
  - MSS 365

- **Marylanders in the Confederacy.**
  - E566-H338

- **Matthew Brady, Historian With a Camera.**
  - fTR140-B81-H81
Mathew H. Borland, Papers, 1862-1863.
- Includes a diary and other papers concerning Borland’s service in Company G, 123rd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, from August 1862 to May 1863.
- MFF 0030

McBride Family, Papers, 1862-1864.
- Includes correspondence from soldiers George and Samuel McBride to family members discussing troop movements, living conditions, officers.
- MFF 0199

- Contains letter written by George McCawsey from Manasses Junction, VA.
- Acc. 2001.0129

McCllellan’s Own Story: The War for the Union, the soldiers who fought it, the civilians who directed it and his relations to it and to them.
- E470.2-M126

Meet General Grant.
  - Same Title. New York: Horace Liveright, 1928.
- E672-W912-1928
- E672-W912-1928-1
- E672-W912-1946

Memoirs of a Swiss Officer in the American Civil War.
- E601-A81

Memoirs Of General William T. Sherman.
- E467.1-S55-S52 CASE
- E467.1-S55
- E467.1-S553-1957

Memoirs of Lieut.-General Scott, LL. D.
- Written by himself. New York: Sheldon & Company, 1864
- dE403.1-S43

Men of Our Day.
- E467-B86

Message of Andrew G. Curtin, Governor of Pennsylvania, to the Legislature, 1862.
- Harrisburg?, Pa., 1862.
- J87.P4-C72-1862 CASE
Mighty Stonewall.
  • E467.1-J14-V245

Military History of Kentucky.
  • Chapter V, Parts 1 and 2, deal with the War Between the States. Written by workers of the Federal writers project of the Works Progress Administration for the State of Kentucky. Sponsored by the Military Department of Kentucky. Frankfort, Ky.: Printed by the State Journal, 1939.
  • F451-F293

Military Memoirs of a Confederate.
  • By Edward Porter Alexander. New York: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1910, c 1907.
  • E545-A37

Military Reminiscences of the Civil War.
  • E470-C877

Military Services and Genealogical Records of Soldiers of Blair County, Pennsylvania.
  • By Floyd G. Hoenstine. Includes material on Civil War soldiers. Harrisburg, Pa.: The Telegraph Press, 1940.
  • qF157-B5-H693

Minute Men of Pennsylvania: With a brief biography of their leader in Blair, Bedford and Cambria Counties, Col. Jacob C. Higgins.
  • E475.51-B955

Mr. Buchanan’s Administration on the Eve of the Rebellion.
  • New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1866, c 1865.
  • E436-B91

Mr. Lincoln’s Army.
  • E470.2-C37-1962b

Mr. Lincoln’s Army.
  • E470.2-C37-1962b

My Diary North and South.
  • F210-R96

My Early Life and the Civil War.
  • dF159.3-S644

My Story of the War: A woman’s narrative of four years personal experience as a nurse in the Union army, and in relief work at home, in hospitals, camps, and at the front during the War of the Rebellion.
  • E621-L78
Nathan Divens and the 139th Regiment of Pennsylvania Volunteers.

- qE527.5-139th-1993

National History of the War for the Union: civil, military and naval, founded on official and other authentic documents.

- qE468-D98-1861, qE468-D98

National Woman’s Relief Corps: (Parsons, Kans.) Constitution; revised rules and regulations for the government of the National Woman’s Relief Corps, auxiliary to the Grand Army of the Re-public.

- dE462.15-C756-1937


- qE475.53-N532-1900

Notes on Ordnance of the American Civil War, 1861-1865.

- UF523-P48

Notes on the Invasion of Maryland and Pennsylvania: The battle of Gettysburg, with explanatory map and souvenir album.

- By G. E. Jacobs. Columbus, Oh.: Ward Brothers, c1888. Map missing.
- dE475.51-J17-1888

Notes on the Rebel Invasion of Maryland and Pennsylvania, and the Battle of Gettysburg, July 1st, 2d and 3d, 1863.

- E475.51-J17 CASE
- E475.51-J17-1909

Nurse and Spy in the Union Army: comprising the adventures and experiences of a woman in hospitals, camps and battlefields.

- E608-E24

Official and Illustrated War Record: pictorial sketches of land and sea battles in the wars of the United States.

- fE181-W95


- E548-Q32-1987’

Official History of the Militia and the National Guard of the State of Pennsylvania: From the earliest period of record to the present time.
• fUA420-C61

Official Records of the Union and Confederate Navies in the War of the Rebellion.
• E591-U58-O32

Old “Libby Prison” Building, Richmond, Va.
• Engraving Oversize Print Collection from the original photograph taken August 23, 1863.

On the Wings of Occasions: Being the authorized version of certain curious episodes of the late Civil War, including the hitherto suppressed narrative of the kidnapping of President Lincoln.
• PS1807-O52-1900

Operation of the Army Under Buell from June 10th to October 30th, 1862, and the Buell Commission.
• dE474.3-F946

Our Campaigns: Or, the marches, bivouacs, battles, incidents of camp life and history of our regiment during its three years term of service. Together with a sketch of the Army of the Potomac. 31st Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
• E527.5-31st

“Our Struggle Righteous in the Sight of God”: A sermon preached by William Orne White in the church of the Keene Congregational Society, April 13, 1862, the day of thanksgiving for the nation’s victories.
• E649-W4-1862

Outlines from the Outpost.
• dE470.2-C77

Park Rifles, Membership Agreement.
• The file includes a list of approximately 100 names, many of German origin, of a military company (originally to be named “Anderson Home Guards”) to protect “the rights and liberties of Pittsburgh and vicinity....” Pittsburgh, ca. 1861.
• MFF 1429

Pennsylvania and the Civil War: A handbook.
• E527-H635

Pennsylvania at Andersonville, and Memorial Commission.
• C. E. Aughinbaugh, Printer to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 1909.
• E612-A55-P41

• E474.65-P41
Pennsylvania at Chickamauga and Chattanooga.
- Ceremonies at the dedication of the monuments erected by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to mark the positions of the Pennsylvania commands engaged in the battles, 1897. Harrisburg, Pa.: W. S. Ray, State Printer, 1901.
- E475.81-P41

Pennsylvania at Cold Harbor, Virginia.
- Ceremonies at the dedication of the monument erected by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in the national cemetery at Cold Harbor, Virginia, to mark the positions as well as in memory of the Pennsylvania commands engaged in the Battle of Cold Harbor of June, 1864. Pennsylvania Cold Harbor Battlefield Commission. Harrisburg: C. E. Aughinbaugh, Printer to the State, 1912.
- E476.52-P41

- F234-C96-P41

Pennsylvania at Gettysburg.
  - Same Title. Harrisburg: W. S. Ray, Printer, 1904.
- E475.53-P41-1914
- E475.53-P41-1893
- E475.53-P41-1904

Pennsylvania at Gettysburg: Reminiscences, July 1863.
- By Charles F. McKenna, 1922.
- E475.53-P41.M155

Pennsylvania at Salisbury, North Carolina.
- E612-S16-P41

- The muster roll is for a company which was raised in Allegheny and Washington Counties and was commanded by Joseph H. Williams.
- OSS 0055

Pennsylvania in American History.
- F149-P416

Pennsylvania in the Civil War.
- SERIAL v.1

- Together with a roster of comrades present. Philadelphia: Printed by Electric Printing Co., 1903?.
- E527.4-R241
Pennsylvania Thirteenth, November 9, 1861-February 22, 1862.
- E527.5-13th.E527.5.13th.CASE

Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Cavalry, 4th Regiment, Company D, Militia Register, c 1866.
- The file includes a colored lithograph, by A. Hol[ ], Baltimore, with sentimental illustrations and lists of men and officers, engagements, etc.
- GB Box location: B015d

- The file consists of a roll book belonging to Sgt. Thomas Bushman of Company K, listing names and casualties, a letter from David Stewart in 1875 and another list of dead.
- MFF 0204

Personal and Military History of Philip Kearny, Major General United States Volunteers.
- E467.1-K24-D41

Personal Memoirs of P. H. Sheridan, General, United States Army.
- E467.1-S55-S55

Personal Memoirs of U. S. Grant.
- E672-G76

- F549-D3-J65

Personnel of the Civil War.
- E494-A5

Peter and John Marmie, Correspondence.
- Includes letters to family and friends during the Civil War, 1860-1864.
- MFF 2118

Philadelphia in the Civil War 1861-1865.
- F158.5-T24

Photographic Sketch Book of the Civil War.
- qE468.7-G226

Pittsburgh During the American Civil War.
- qF159.3 F6 2002.
Pittsburgh Gymnastic Association, Records, 1858-1863.
- Includes organizational and historical background papers and an admittance card for a special exhibition for the benefit of the Sanitary and Subsistence Committee on March 17, 1863.
- MFF 0182

Pittsburgh High School.
- The file includes a photograph of a bronze plaque listing pupils who served in the U. S. Army in the Civil War, 1861-1865. Pittsburgh, N. D.
- Oversize Photo Coll.

Prison Life of Jefferson Davis.
- dE467.1-D26-C89

Prisoners from Pennsylvania Who Survived Andersonville.
- qE612-A5-R185-P412

Private Elisha Stockwell, Jr., Sees the Civil War.
- E601-S86

Private Smith’s Journals: Recollections of the late war.
- dE601-S64

- For the years 1912, 1913, 1918, 1899, 1901, 1903, 1905, 1907, 1909, 1910 and 1911. Rolls of the Annual Encampments for 1901, 1911, 1912 and 1916.
- E462.1-P41, E462.1-P41r

Quantrill and the Border Wars.
- E470.45-C752

Recollections, 1844-1909.
- E663-M13

- E467.1-L47-L47

Recollections of a Confederate Staff Officer.
- E470-S71

Recollections of a Mosby Guerrilla.
- E470.45-M969
Recollections of a Naval Officer, 1841-1865.
  • dE596-P24

Recollections of a Private: A story of the Army of the Potomac.
  • E601-G67

Recollections of Half a Century.
  • E415.7-M166

Reconstruction: After the Civil War.
  • E668-F83

Record of the Thirty-Third Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry from August 1862 to August 1865.
  • By Andrew J. Boies. Fitchburg: Sentinel Printing Company, 1880.
  • E513.5-33d

Red Tape and Pigeon-Hole Generals: As seen from the ranks during a campaign in the Army of the Potomac.
  • By a citizen soldier. New York: Carleton, Publisher, 1864.
  • E601-C28

  • A history of the 93rd Regiment, known as the “Lebanon Infantry” and “One of the 300 fighting regiments” from September 12th, 1861 to June 27th, 1865. By Penrose G. Mark. Authorized by the executive committee of the 93rd Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Association. Harrisburg, Pa.: The Aughinbaugh Press, 1911.
  • E527.5-93d

  • qZ1242-D713

Regulations for the Recruiting Service of the Army of the United States.
  • dUB323-A2-1861

“Remember Your Friend Until Death”: A collection of Civil War letters from the West Overton Archives.
  • E601-S2-1993

Reminiscences: An autobiographical sketch, written at the request of his children, January 23, 1843-October 11, 1927.
  • By Hugh Wilson Arthur. Pittsburgh?: Privately printed, 1927?.
  • F159.26-A788

Reminiscences of Peace and War.
  • E415.7-P973-1905

Reminiscences of the Civil War.
  
  E470-G66, E470-G66-1904

Reniers Family, Papers, 1900-1985.
  • Papers relating to relating to the Grand Army of the Republic, McPherson Post No. 17.
  • MFF 0009

Report of the Congressional Committee on the Operations of the Army of the Potomac.
  • E470.2-U585

  • E475.57-P41-1913
  • E475.57-P41-1915

Report of the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War.
  • 3 Volumes (first volume missing), including material relating to the Battle of Bull Run (1861), the Battle of Balls Bluff (1861) and the Department of the West. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1863.
  • E470-U58-1863

Report of the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War.
  • Relates to the Battle of Fort Pillow in 1864. Appended is a separate report titled “Returned Prisoners”. Washington, 1864.
  • E467.17-U58

Report of the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War.
  • E470-U58-v.1, v.2, v.3

Report of the Select Committee of the Senate Appointed to Inquire into the Late Invasion and Seizure of the Public Property at Harper’s Ferry.
  • Washington, 1860.
  • E451-U58

Report of the Select Committee Relative to the Soldiers’ National Cemetery at Gettysburg.
  • As reported to the Pennsylvania House of Representatives. Harrisburg: Singerly & Myers, State Printers, 1864.
  • E475.55-P412
  • E475.55-P41
  • E475.55-P412-1867

  • To which is added an account of the campaign in western Virginia, with plans of battle-fields. By George B. McClellan. New York: Sheldon & Company, 1864.
  • E470.2-M126-R425
“Respects to All”: Letters of two Pennsylvania boys, Adam S. and Michael S. Bright, in the War of the Rebellion.
- E601-B855

Reunion Rhymes of “Tenderfoot” and “Grayback” times: And War songs sung in southern climes to “cheat” the doctors and raise the dimes.
- Composed and compiled by the “old fighting chaplain” (John Hogarth Lozier). Mt. Vernon, Iowa: Lozier Brothers, no date.
- M1639-R444

- Contains the diary, papers and photographs of Samuel McBride, who was a member of the 140th Pennsylvania Regiment. He was wounded at the Battle of Chancellorsville.
- MSS 377

- Collection includes photographs, photocopies of historical articles and government documents, printed items and other sundry items relating to the Allegheny Arsenal and Pittsburgh neighborhoods.
- MSS 0002

“Ritual of the Grand Army of the Republic.”
- dE462.1-P41ri

Robert Arthurs, Letter, August 28, 1886.
- The letter, to Robert Lomas, describes how Arthurs masqueraded as a surgeon during the Civil War.
- MFF 2782

Robert B. Roth, Drawings of Civil War Battle Scenes.
- Included are one drawing of the 1st Rhode Island Regiment and one of Company E, Pennsylvania
- Oversize Print Collection

Robert E. Lee.
- dE467.1-L47-T79

Robert E. Lee, the Soldier.
- E467.1 L47-M454

Roster, General Alexander Hays Post No. 3, 1902.
- Crafton, Pa.: Hoskinson & Chambers.
- dE462.1-P41-H425

Roster, Grand Army of the Republic, Department of Pennsylvania, Duquesne Post, No. 259.
- Compiled by Edward Abel. Pittsburgh, August 1912.
- dE462.1-P41-D946

Roster of Encampment No. 1, Union Veteran Legion of the United States.
- dE462.4-U58

Salute to Gettysburg.
• PS3545-E255-S181

Samuel Clarke Farrar Diary, 1862-1865.
• Member of the 22nd Pennsylvania Regiment. (formerly the 58th Pennsylvania Militia)
• Acc. 2001.0250

Samuel Smith Gilson, Papers, 1840-1918.
• Includes materials concerning Gilson’s Civil War service in the 133rd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
• MFF 0128

Sanitary Fairs: A philatelic and historical study of Civil War benevolences.
• fE362-K3-1992

Scull Family, Papers, 1736-1956.
• The file includes papers relating to the Civil War. John Irwin Scull was a newsman from Somerset County.
• MSS 0090

Sermon Delivered September 28, 1862 Commemorative of the Explosion at the Allegheny Arsenal, at Lawrenceville, Pennsylvania, on September 17, 1862.
• By Rev. R. Lea.
• F148.7-1862-L433

Services for the Use of the Grand Army of the Republic.
• Department of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, September 1st, 1911.
• dE462.1-P41s

74th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
• The file includes a photograph, speeches and memorials relating to the rededication of the Regiment’s monument at Gettysburg, July 1, 1988.
• MFF 1469

77th Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Association, Records 1862-1941.
• The Association was formed in 1869 for veterans of the 77th Regiment, which was in active service from 1861 to 1866. The records include correspondence, meeting minutes, roll and roster books and miscellaneous materials documenting the activities of the Association and its members after the Civil War.
• MSS 0184

Sherman: A Memorial in Art, Oratory, and Literature.
• qE467.1-S553-K27

Sherman and His Campaigns: A military biography.
• E467.1-S553-B78

Sherman: Soldier, Realist, American.
• E467.1-S553-L712

Sherman’s Historical Raid.
• Case-E467.1-S553-B79

Sherman’s March Through the South.
• E476.69-C76

Sigmund E. Wisner Papers, 1861-1920.
• Contains discharge and pension papers and a history of the 79th Pennsylvania Volunteers.
• Acc. 2000.0144

Sketches of the Rise, Progress and Decline of Secession: With a narrative of personal adventures among the rebels.
• dE458.2-B88

Society of the Army of the Cumberland: Reunions, 1st (Feb. 1868) through 32nd.
• E470.5-S678

Soldiers’ Battle: Gettysburg.
• E475.53-B435

Soldiers True: The Story of the One Hundred and Eleventh Regiment Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteers.
• By John Richards Boyle. New York: Eaton & Mains; Cincinnati: Jennings & Pye, 1903.
• E527.5-111th

South After Gettysburg: Letters of Cornelia Hancock from the Army of the Potomac., 1863-1865.
• E621-H234

South Carolina Goes to War, 1860-1865.
• F266-C375

Southern Historical Society Papers.
• Volume 29, 1901 only. Richmond, Va.
• E483.7-S72

Speech by Hon. John Sherman, of Ohio, on Emancipation as a Compensation for Military Service Rendered by Slaves.
• E453-S55

Stanton: The Life and Times of Lincoln’s Secretary of War.
• E467.1-S79-T45
Statistical Record of the Armies of the United States.

- By Frederick Phisterer. New York: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1901 (c 1883).
- dE468.9-P57

Stonewall Jackson and the American Civil War.

  - Same Title. 2 Volumes. New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1926.
- dE467.1-J14-H496
- E467.1-J14-H496-1926

Stonewall Jackson and the Old Stonewall Brigade.

  - E467.1-J14-C772

“Stonewall Jackson”: The life and military career of Thomas Jonathan Jackson, lieutenant-general in the Confederate army.

  - dE467.1-J14-A22

Stop the Evil: A Civil War history of desertion and murder.

- E527.5-116th-H855-A453

Susan Dickson, Letters, 1887-1934.

- Included with the letters is a Certificate dated March 16, 1908 of the U. S. Bureau of Pensions, certifying that Margaret E. Dickson, widow of Samuel J. Dickson, who was a Private in Company A, 205th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, is entitled to a pension of $8 per month during her widowhood.
- Acc. 1994.0275

Sweet Family Papers.

- File contains photocopied account of John B. Sweet’s Civil War diary, September 28, 1862 to July 14, 1863, and a photocopied letter of Sweet and his friends in honor of Company I, 150th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry; Sweet was from Crawford County and was wounded and captured, but later escaped, at Gettysburg.
- Acc. 1993.0277

Sword and Olive Branch: Oliver Otis Howard.

  - E467.1-H85-C29

Tennessee in the War, 1861-1865.

- Includes lists of organizations and officers from Tennessee in both the Confederate and Union armies and general and staff officers of the provisional army of Tennessee, appointed by Gov. Isham G. Harris. Compiled and prepared by General Marcus J. Wright. Williamsbridge, New York City: A. Lee Publishing Company, c 1908.
  - E531-W95

Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South.

  - E415.9-S84-B864

That Devil Forrest: Life of General Nathan Bedford Forrest.
  • E467.1-F728-W979

  • E468-G79

The American Heritage Century Collection of Civil War Art.
  • fE468.7-A512c

The American Heritage Picture History of the Civil War.
  • qE468.7-A512

The American Jew as Patriot, Soldier and Citizen.
  • E184-J5-W855

The American Nation: A history from original sources by associated scholars.
  • E178-A512

The Ancestry of General Grant, and Their Contemporaries.
  • CS71-G762-M367

The Annals of the War.
  • E464-A613

The Army in the Civil War: The Antietam and Fredericksburg.
  • E474.6-P159-1885

The Army Under Pope.
• By John Codman Ropes. New York: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1881.
  • dE470-R785

The Attack and Defense of Little Roundtop, Gettysburg, July 2, 1863.
  • E475.53-N88

The Battle of Ball’s Bluff.
  • E472.63-P3
The Battle of Gettysburg.
  - E475.53-H349-1958

The Battle of Gettysburg.
  - E475.51-P23

The Battle of Gettysburg, 1863.
  - dE475.51-D76-1898

The Battle of Gettysburg.
  - E475.51-G646

The Battle of Gettysburg.
  - E475.53-H34

The Battle of Gettysburg: A comprehensive narrative.
  - E475.53-Y73

The Battle of Gettysburg, as Exhibited in Allegheny City.
- By the Pittsburgh Cyclorama Co., Shaw Brothers (printers).
  - E475.51-P692

The Battle of Gettysburg: The country, the contestants, the results.
  - Same Title. 2nd Edition.
  - Same Title. 8th Edition.
  - Same Title. 16th Edition.
  - E475.53-S886-1949
  - E475.53-S886-1935
  - E475.53-S886-1947
  - E475.53-S886-1956

The Battle of the Wilderness.
  - E476.52-S29

The Battlefield of Antietam.
- Published by Oliver T. Reilly. Sharpsburg, Md., 1906.
  - E474.65-R362

The Bivouac and the Battlefield: Or, campaign sketches in Virginia and Maryland.
  - dE601-N95

The Blockade of the Southern Confederacy, 1861-1865.
  - qE470.65-H46
The Blue Coats: And how they lived, fought and died for the Union.

- E655-T86

The Boy Spy: A substantially true record of secret service during the war of the rebellion.

- E608-K39

The Burning of Chambersburg, Pennsylvania.

- By Benjamin Schroder Schneck. An eye-witness and sufferer, with corroborative statements from J. Clark and others. 2nd Edition, revised and improved.
- F159.F89-C44-1864

The Campaigns of the Fifty-Second Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry: First known as “The Luzerne Regiment”, being a record of nearly 4 years’ continuous service from October 7, 1861 to July 12, 1865 in the war for the suppression of the rebellion.

- E527.5-52d


- E601-B928

The Capture; the Prison Pen and the Escape: Giving a complete history of prison life in the South.

- E611-G553

The Centennial History of the Civil War.

- E468-C36

The Civil War and Reconstruction: A dissertation bibliography.

- qZ1242-B144

The Civil War and the American System: America’s battle with Britain, 1860-1876.

- E183.8-G7-S167

The Civil War Battles of Chickamauga and Chattanooga.

- E475.81-R727-1942

The Civil War Career of Thomas A. Scott.

- E491-S429

The Civil War Diary of Capt. Samuel Duvall, July-October 1864: Company E, 102nd Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, 1st Brigade, 2nd Division, 6th Corps.

- qE601-D903-N523
- Transcribed and annotated by William Dunham. Hanover, Ind.: W. Dunham, 1985?
- fE601-H633

- Transcribed by David M. Neville, no date.
- fE601-F656-N523

The Civil War Dictionary.
- E468-B662

The Civil War Engagement at Cool Spring, July 18, 1864.
- E476.6-M483

The Civil War Handbook.
- E468-P9469

“The Civil War in Song”: The military and musical allegory of the late Civil War.
- By S. G. Pratt. New York: Grant Monument Association, 1891.
- fM1639-P917

The Civil War Letters and Genealogy of Frederick Duerr of Butler County, Pennsylvania.
- By Peggy Vorwin Cramer. Lansdale, Pa.: P. Cramer, 1983?.
- qCS71-D853-C889

- qE601-T234-F663

The Civil War Notebook of Daniel Chisholm: A chronicle of daily life in the Union army, 1864-1865.
- E601-C47-1989

The Civil War, Strange and Fascinating Facts.
- E655-D25-1982

The Diary of James T. Ayers, Civil War Recruiter.
- E601-A977

The Drums of the 47th.
- E505.5-47th-B95CASE
The Fifth Army Corps (Army of the Potomac).
- E493.1-5th-P886

The Fifteenth Ohio Volunteers and Its Campaigns, War of 1861-5.
- By Alexis Cope, Captain, Fifteenth Ohio Volunteer Infantry. Columbus, Oh.: The Author, 1916.
- E525.5-15th

The Gallant Seventy-Eighth, Stones River to Pickett’s Mill: Colonel William Sirwell and the Pennsylvania seventy-eighth volunteer infantry.
- F527.5-78th-G3-1994

- E527.5-63d-1990

The GAR: Its organization and the men of Post # 37 (York County).
- qCS1-S726-No. 39

The Genealogies of the Jackson, Junkin and Morrison Families.
- fCS71-J14-S559

- E471.1-C89

The Gettysburg Bicentennial Album.
- F159-G5-F73-1987

The Gettysburg Knapsack: A souvenir of useful information for tourists of the battle of Gettysburg.
- dE475.56-M663

The Gettysburg National Military Park: The location of monuments, markers and tablets on the battlefield of Gettysburg.
- E475.56-U581-1914

The Glory and the Dream: Abraham Lincoln, before and after Gettysburg.
- E475.55-M985

The Golden Book of the Civil War.
- qE468.7-A512g
The Great Civil War: A history of the late rebellion with biographical sketches of leading statesmen and distinguished naval and military commanders.
- 3 Volumes. By Robert Tomes (through 1863) and Benjamin J. Smith (1864-5).
- fe468-t66-1865

The Great Conspiracy: Its origin and history.
- E459-L83

The Great Invasion of 1863: or, General Lee in Pennsylvania.
- With an appendix containing an account of the burning of Chambersburg, a statement of the General Sickles controversy, and other valuable historic papers. By Jacob Hoke. Dayton, Oh.: W. J. Shirey, 1888, c1887.
- E475.51-H72

The Great Rebellion: A history of the Civil War in the United States.
- E468-H43-1865

The Great Rebellion: The emergence of the American conscience from Sumter to Appomattox.
- dE459-M632-1961

The Historical War Map.
- E468.3-A82

The Illustrated History of American Civil War Relics.
- fe646.5-S985

The Life and Letters of George Gordon Meade, Major-General United States Army.
- E467.1-M38-M481 v

- E467.1-F23-F219

The Life of General Ely S. Parker: Last grand sachem of the Iroquois and General Grant’s military secretary.
- F129-B92-B9-v. 23

The Life, Trial, and Execution of Captain John Brown: Known as Old Brown of Ossawatomie.
- E451-B87

The Lost Cause: A new southern history of the war of the Confederates.
- E487-P77
The Major: Being a collection of letters and notes, by James Harvey Cline, on the organization, experiences and battles of the Hundredth Roundhead Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers, during the Civil War.
- Pittsburgh: Augmented and privately printed by Victor Vescilus Young, 1935.
- fE527-C641

The Medal of Honor of the United States Army.
- fU353-U58-M488

The Memorial to Major General George Gordon Meade in Washington, D. C.
- Prepared under the direction of the Meade Memorial Commission of Pennsylvania. October, 1927.
  Harrisburg? 1927?
- F203.4-M48-P41

The Miner Boy and His Monitor: Or, the career and achievements of John Ericsson, the engineer.
- T40-dE68-H43

The National Military Park, Chickamauga-Chattanooga.
- E475.81-B789

The North Reports the Civil War.
- E609-A56

The Official Military Atlas of the Civil War.
- fG1201-S5-U58-1978

The Origin of the Late War: Traced from the beginning of the Constitution to the revolt of the southern states.
- E459-L96-1866

The Outbreak of Rebellion.
- dE470-N64

The Peninsula: McClellan’s Campaign of 1862.
- dE470-C17

The Peninsular Campaign in Virginia: Or, incidents and scenes on the battlefields and in Richmond.
- Case-E473.6-M34

The Perpetuity of the Union.
- E458.4-M82
The Personal Memoirs and Military History of U. S. Grant Versus the Record of the Army of the Potomac.
- E470.2-M12

The Philanthropic Results of the War in America.
- E629-B86

The Photographic History of the Civil War.
- qE468.7-M64

The Pictorial Book of Anecdotes and Incidents of the War of the Rebellion: civil, military, naval and domestic.
- E655-D48

The Pinkertons: The detective dynasty that made history.
- HV8087-P75-H62-1968

The Political History of the United States of America, During the Great Rebellion, from November 6, 1860 to July 4, 1864.
- JK201-M17

The Popular History of the Civil War in America, 1861-1865: A complete narrative of events, military, naval, political and congressional, that occurred during the war for the union, with full information as to the causes which brought on the rebellion.
- dE468-H52

The Public Life of James A. Seddon.
- qE467.1-S38

The Rebellion Record of Allegheny County, from April, 1861 to October, 1862.
- Containing the narrative of the organization of companies and regiments, the pecuniary aid tendered by corporations and individuals, the history of the home guards, the operation of the draft and the list of exempts. W. A. Lare and W. M. Hartzell, Publishers. Pittsburgh, A. A. Anderson, 1862.
- Office-F148.7-1862-R291

The Recollections of a Drummer Boy.
- E601-K47

The Record of Hon. C. L. Vallandigham on Abolition, the Union and the Civil War.
- E458-V17

The Road to Cold Harbor: Field diary, January 1-June 12, 1864 of Capt. Samuel C. Schoyer, 139 Pennsylvania Volunteer Regiment. Supplemented by accounts of other officers and a brief history of the regiment.
  • E476.41-S363

The Secret Service in the Late War.
  • E608-B167-S446

The Secret Service, the Field, the Dungeon and the Escape.
  • E468.9-R521

The Seventh Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Cavalry: Its record, reminiscences and roster; with an appendix.
  • E527.6-7th

The Seventy-Seven Pennsylvania at Shiloh.
    • Same Title, 1908.
  • E527.5-77th
  • E527.5-77th-1908

The Shaking of the Nations.
  • E458.4-J67

The Shaping of a Battle: Gettysburg.
  • E475.53-M787

The Soldier Boy's Diary Book: Or, memorandums of the alphabetical first lessons of military tactics.
• Kept by Adam S. Johnston, from September 14, 1861 to October 2, 1864. Pittsburgh, 1866.
  • Same Title. Pittsburgh, 1867.
• dE601-J72
• E601-J72-1867 CASE

The Soldier in Our Civil War: a pictorial history of the conflict, 1861-1865, illustrating the valor of the soldier as displayed on the battlefield.
  • Same Title. Stanley Bradley Pub. Co., 1890.
• fE468.7-M922
• fE468.7-M922-1890

The South Reports the Civil War.
  • E609-A56s
The Spy of the Rebellion: Being a true history of the spy system of the United States Army during the late rebellion. Revealing many secrets of the war hitherto not made public.
- E608-P65

The Story of American Heroism: Thrilling personal narratives of adventures during the great Civil War as told by the medal winners and roll of honor men.
- qE655-S88

- E527.5-148th

The Story of the Forty-Eighth: A record of the campaigns of the Forty-Eighth Regiment Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Infantry during the four eventful years of its service in the war for the preservation of the Union.
- E527.5-48th

The Story of the Great March: From the diary of a staff officer.
- E476.69-N61, dE476.69-N618

The Story of the Guard: A chronicle of the war.
- E517.6-F872-1863 CASE

The Story of the Marines, 1740-1919.
- HB915-U58-1860

The Story of the 116th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers in the War of the Rebellion: The record of a gallant command.
- E527.5-116th

The Strange Story of Harper’s Ferry: With legends of the surrounding country.
- F249-H29-B27

The Struggle for Missouri.
- dE517-M14

The Sunset of the Confederacy.
• E477.67-S39

The Training of an Army: Camp Curtin and the North’s Civil War.
• E491-M652-T768-1990

The Tribute Book: A record of the munificence, self-sacrifice and patriotism of the American people during the war for the union.
• By Frank B. Goodrich. New York: Derby & Miller, 1865.
• qE629-G65

The True History of the Civil War.
• E468-L47

The Truth About Chickamauga.
• E475.81-G73

The Twenty-Second Pennsylvania Cavalry and the Ringgold Battalion, 1861-1865.
• Written and compiled by Samuel Clark Farrar. Published under the auspices of the Twenty-Second Pennsylvania Ringgold Cavalry Association. Akron, Oh. and Pittsburgh: The New Werner Company, 1911.
• E527.6-22d

• fE462.1-U5-1894
• F159.15-1894g
• qF159.26-L83-G7
• E462.1-A2-28th

The Union Cause in Kentucky, 1860-1865.
• E509-S74

The United States on the Eve of the Civil War.
• qVE23-5887

The United States Service Magazine.
• U1-U58

The Virginia Campaign of ‘64 and ‘65.
• By A. A. Humphreys. c 1883.
• E476-H93
The War: 1861-1865, as depicted in prints by Currier & Ives.
  • Columbus, Ohio: Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co., c 1960.
  • dNE955.2-N277

The War of the Rebellion: A compilation of the official records of the Union and Confederate armies.
  • 70 Volumes and Index. Published under the direction of the Secretary of War. Washington: Govt. Print. Off., 1890-1901.
  • E464-U58

The Web of Victory: Grant at Vicksburg.
  • E475.27-M632

These Honored Dead: The Union casualties at Gettysburg.
  • E475.51-B976

They Served With Honor: Alphabetical roster of deceased veterans buried in Beaver County, Pa. from the French and Indian War to Viet Nam.
  • qF157-B2-H425

They Were There: The Civil War in action as seen by its combat artists, with 6 poems by Walt Whitman.
  • fE468.7-S839

Thomas W. Sallada, Papers, 1864-1925.
  • The file includes the July 28, 1925 obituary for Thomas W. Sallada, born in Clarion County, Pa. on March 28, 1843. He was a Private in Company K, 40th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry (1863-1864) and Company I, 190th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry (1864-1865), was wounded three times and was a prisoner in Libby Prison for 28 days. Also included are Discharge Certificates for both units.
  • Acc. 1997.0041

Thomas Williams, Account Book, July 18, 1861-1864.
  • Williams was a recruiting officer at Towanda, Pa.
  • MFF 0239

Three Days at Gettysburg: A complete handbook of the movements of both armies during Lee’s invasion of Pennsylvania, and his return to Virginia.
  • By John E. Pitzer. Gettysburg, no date.
  • E475.53-P692

Three Years in the Bloody Eleventh: The Campaigns of a Pennsylvania Reserves Regiment.
  • By Joseph Gibbs. Pennsylvania State University, University Park, 2002.
  • E527.5 11th G53 2002

Three Years in the Federal Cavalry.
  • dE601-G553

Thrilling Adventures of Daniel Ellis: The great Union guide of east Tennessee, for a period of nearly four years during the great southern rebellion.
  • dE601-E42
Through Five Administrations: Reminiscences of Colonel William H. Crook, bodyguard to President Lincoln.
- E661-C94

Tiger-Lilies.
- PS2210-T544-1969

Tracing Your Civil War Ancestor.
- CD3047-G76

Two Days of War: A Gettysburg narrative, and other excursions.
- dE470-T78

Two Views of Gettysburg.
- dE475.53-T97

This Hallowed Ground: The high water mark walking tour.
- dE475.56-T44

This Hallowed Ground: The story of the Union side of the Civil War.
- E468-C36t

To Appomattox: Nine April Days, 1865.
- E477.67-D261

Twenty Years of Congress: From Lincoln to Garfield.
- E664-B63

Two Days of War, a Gettysburg Narrative and other excursions.
- dE470-T78

Ulysses S. Grant and the Period of Natural Preservation and Reconstruction.
- E668-G761-C561

U. S. Grant and the American Military Tradition.
- E672-C36
Under the Maltese Cross: Antietam to Appomattox, the loyal uprising in western Pennsylvania, 1861-1865; campaigns 155th Pennsylvania Regiment, narrated by the rank and file, 1910.
• qE527.5-155th

Under the Old Flag: Recollections of military operations in the war for the Union, the Spanish war, the Boxer rebellion, etc.
• E470-W74

• E527.5-63d

Unidentified, Diary of My Trip to Florida, February 1 and 25, 1861.
• The diary describes a fort being constructed by the Jacksonville Light Infantry.
• MFF 0786

Uniforms of the United States Army.
• fUC483-A35-1959

United States Christian Commission, for the Army and Navy: Work and incidents.
• E635-U58

United States Military Buttons of the Land Services, 1787-1902: A guide and classificatory system. Includes Civil War military buttons.
• qUC487-W977

Venango County Soldiers: Includes biographical sketches and pension records of Revolutionary War soldiers, War of 1812 burials, and Civil War burials.
• qUA420-V448-M996

Veterans Records; Beaver County, Pennsylvania. Includes records of Civil War soldiers.
• qF157-B2-C623-V585

Vicksburg National Military Park, Mississippi.
• E475.27-E92-1957

• E527.5-132d

“War is Hell!”
• E476.69-S553

War of the Rebellion: Or Scylla and Charybdis, consisting of observations upon the causes, course, and consequences of the late civil war in the United States.
- dE459-F68

War Pictures from the South.
- E470-E82

War Powers Under the Constitution of the United States.
- JK560-W61

War Record and Personal Experiences of Walter Raleigh Robbins from April 22, 1861 to August 4, 1865.
- dE601-R63

War Songs for Anniversaries and Gatherings of Soldiers.
- To which is added a selection of songs and hymns for Memorial Day. For male voices. Boston: Oliver Ditson Co.; etc.; c 1883.
- qM1666-W253

War Years with Jeb Stuart.
- E470-B62

- The unit was founded in 1792 in Pittsburgh, Pa., as the first independent militia west of the Alleghenies. The file includes correspondence and documents relating to its organization, the various wars from 1812 to World War 1 (including the Civil War) in which it participated and G. A. R. activities.
- MSS 0068

Western Rivers Towboat Directory: Including special listings of Upper Mississippi rafters, Civil War gunboats and transports.
- Compiled by Capt. Frederick Way, Jr. Sewickley, Pa.: Steamboat Photo Co., 1943.
- qVM307-W357-W526

Westmoreland County Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Veteran Association: Monument number, historic souvenir.
- Greensburg, Pa., 1925.
- fE475.56-W533

Where the Red Volleys Poured.
- F159.37-D13

Whitaker Family, Papers, 1840-1919.
- John H. Whitaker served during the Civil War with Company D, 125th Ohio Volunteer Infantry and was the son of Albert P. Whitaker, editor of the Venango (Pa.) Spectator. The file includes correspondence from John in 1864 and 1865.
• **MFF 0010**

William Block, Sr., Papers, 1860-1904.
- Included in the file are three letters addressed to Gen. or Hon. J. K. Moorhead, member of the U. S. House of Representatives from Pittsburgh- one from the Acting Secretary of War concerning the graduation of Cadet Jacob H. Snyder in June 1861 from West Point, one from Samuel W. Bloch requesting the mustering order for the Bloch Regiment to be enlarged for Pittsburgh from five to six regiments and one from Brig. Gen. Jas. S. Negley concerning his qualifications for continued service in the Army.

• **Acc. 1995.0313**

William J. Bartley, Letter, September 26, 1864.
- The letter, written from camp near Harrisonburg, Virginia, to Bartley’s brother and sister, chiefly describes a battle fought at Winchester, Virginia.

• **MFF 2785**

William Morrison, Papers, 1861-1865.
- Morrison served during the Civil War with Company F, 83rd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, mustered in Meadville, Pa.. Wounded three times, he was killed in action at Petersburg, Va., on June 20, 1864. The papers consist primarily of correspondence with his brother, Stephen.

• **MFF 0018**

William N. Haymaker, Papers, 1861-1886.
- Includes materials relating to the service of Haymaker, a farmer from Monroeville, Pa., during the Civil War in the 63rd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.

• **MFF 0074**

William Stuart Bell, Letters, 1863-1866.
- Bell was attached to Headquarters, Department of the Cumberland. The letters were written from December 12, 1863 to August 23, 1866.

• **MFF 0044**

William Swindell, Papers, 1890-1930.
- The file includes newspaper obituaries for William Swindell, who died on June 20, 1902. He was a manufacturer of industrial furnaces, in charge during the Civil War of the furnace equipment at the Ft. Pitt foundry where many of the large cannon used by the Federal army were made.

• **Acc. 1992.0114**

- The file contains materials collected by Milburn Wilson in documenting the Wilson family history, including several Civil War soldiers.

• **MSS 0105**

With Fire and Sword.

• **dE601-B99**

With Pen and Camera on the Field of Gettysburg in War and Peace.
- Photos by W. H. Tipton, text by Holman D. Waldron. Portland, Me.: Chisholm Brothers, c1907.

• **fe 475.56-T595**

With the Army of West Virginia.

• **fE536-A159-B474**
Within Are the Names of the Guests of the Fifth Avenue Hotel: On the occasion of the obsequies of General U. S. Grant, August 8th, 1885.
  - dE672-W5-1885

Woman’s Work in the Civil War: A record of heroism, patriotism and patience.
  - E467-B86-W872, E628-B86

Women of the War: Their heroism and self-sacrifice.
  - E628-M81-1866

Young Folks’ History of the Civil War.
  - dE468-C53
2. PICTORIAL HISTORIES

A Pictorial History of the Civil War Years.
  qE468.7-A589

Civil War in Pictures.
  E468.7-P914-C582, qE468.7-P914

Eye of the Storm: A Civil War Odyssey.
  E601 S667 2000

Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Famous Leaders and Battle Scenes of the Civil War.
  fE468.7-M687

Generals and Battles of the Civil War.
• Pictorial with descriptive text in appendix. By A. W. Bromberger, 1891.
  dE468.7-B64

Harper’s Pictorial History of the Civil War.
  o Same Title. 2 Volumes. Puritan Press Co., 1894.
  fE468.7-G93h v.1-2
  fE468.7-G93h v.1-2

• 2 Volumes. McDonnell Bros., 1866-68.
  fE468.7-G93 v. 1-2

Images from the Storm: 300 Civil War Images by the Author of Eye of the Storm.
  qE468.7 S769 2001

Matthew Brady, Historian With a Camera.
  fTR140-B81-H81

National History of the War for the Union: civil, military and naval, founded on official and other authentic documents.
• By Evert A. Duyckinck. Illustrated from original paintings by Alonzo Chappel and Thomas Nast. 3 Volumes. New York: Johnson, Fry & Co., 1861.
  o Similar Title. 2 Volumes. 1862.
  qE468-D98-1861
  qE468-D98-1861

Official and Illustrated War Record: pictorial sketches of land and sea battles in the wars of the United States.
• fe181-W95

Photographic Sketch Book of the Civil War.
• qE468.7-G226

Pictorial History of the Civil War in the United States of America.
• By Benson J. Lossing. Illustrated by engravings on wood, by Lossing and Barritt, from sketches by the author and others. Hartford: T. Belknap, 1866-68. Volume 3 only.
• E468-L87

The American Heritage Picture History of the Civil War.
• qE468.7-A512

The Civil War Handbook.
• E468-P9469

The Golden Book of the Civil War.
• qE468.7-A512g

The Photographic History of the Civil War.
• qE468.7-M64

The Pictorial Book of Anecdotes and Incidents of the War of the Rebellion: civil, military, naval and domestic.
• E655-D48

The Soldier in Our Civil War: a pictorial history of the conflict, 1861-1865, illustrating the valor of the soldier as displayed on the battle-field.
  ◦ Same Title. Stanley Bradley Pub. Co., 1890.
• fe148.7-M922
• fe148.7-M922-1890

The War: 1861-1865, as depicted in prints by Currier & Ives.
• Columbus, Ohio: Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co., c 1960.
• dNE955.2-N277

Young Folks' History of the Civil War.
• By C. Emma Cheyney. Chicago, New York: Werner Co., 1895.
• dE468-C53
3. CAMPAIGNS/BATTLES

General

An Alphabetical List of the Battles of the War of the Rebellion.
- E470.1-U58-A456

Battles and Leaders of the Civil War.
- qE468-B33

Battles and Leaders of the Civil War.
- qE468-B33-1894

Battles and Leaders of the Civil War.
- qE468-B33-1956

Battles and Leaders of the Civil War.
- E470-B346

Campaigning With Grant.
- E672-P84

Grant and Sherman: Their Campaigns and Generals.
- E467-H43

Highways and Byways of the Civil War.
- E470.1-M13-1938

Lincoln and His Generals.
- E470-W7275

The Annals of the War.
- E464-A613

The Historical War Map.
- E468.3-A82
The Official Military Atlas of the Civil War.
- fG1201-S5-U58-1978

The Outbreak of Rebellion.
- dE470-N64

Antietam

The Army in the Civil War: The Antietam and Fredericksburg.
- E474.6-P159-1885

The Battlefield of Antietam.
- Published by Oliver T. Reilly. Sharpsburg, Md., 1906.
- E474.65-R362

Appomattox

Appomattox: The Last Campaign.
- E477.67-R69

The Sunset of the Confederacy.
- E477.67-S39

To Appomattox: Nine April Days, 1865.
- E477.67-D261

Atlanta

Campaigns of the Civil War: Atlanta.
- dE476.7-C877-1965?

Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield Park and the Atlanta Campaign.
- qE476.7-U58-K34

Ball’s Bluff

The Battle of Ball’s Bluff.
- E472.63-P3

Chancellorsville

Chancellorsville and Gettysburg.
By Abner Doubleday. New York: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1908.
• dE475.35-D72

**Chancellorsville: Lee’s Greatest Battle.**
• E475.35-S775

*Chattanooga/Chickamauga*

**Dedication of the Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Military Park.**
• E475.81-B789

**History of the Michigan Organizations at Chickamauga, Chattanooga and Missionary Ridge, 1863.**
• E475.81-B43

**Lookout Mountain: Battles and battlefield.**
• E475.97-W177-1952

**The Civil War Battles of Chickamauga and Chattanooga.**
• By J. L. Rogers. Chattanooga: J. L. Rogers, c 1942.
• E475.81-R727-1942

**The National Military Park, Chickamauga-Chattanooga.**
• E475.81-B789

**The Truth About Chickamauga.**
• E475.81-G73

*Cool Spring*

**The Civil War Engagement at Cool Spring, July 18, 1864.**
• Largest battle ever fought in Clarke County, Virginia. By Peter J. Meaney. Berryville, Va., c 1980?.
• E476.6-M483

*March to the Sea*

**In and Out of the Lines: An accurate account of incidents during the occupation of Georgia by Federal troops in 1864-65.**
• dE605-H84

**Marching Through Georgia.**
• By Fenwick Y. Hedley. Chicago: Donohue, Henneberry & Co., 1890.
• dE476.69-H45

**Sherman’s Historical Raid.**
• E467.1-S553-B79 CASE
Sherman’s March Through the South.
- E476.69-C76

The Story of the Great March: From the diary of a staff officer.
- E476.69-N61, dE476.69-N618

“War is Hell!”
- E476.69-S553

New Orleans

General Butler in New Orleans.
- E510-P27

Missouri

The Struggle for Missouri.
- dE517-M14

The Peninsular Campaign

The Peninsula: McClellan’s Campaign of 1862.
- dE470-C17

The Peninsular Campaign in Virginia: Or, incidents and scenes on the battlefields and in Richmond.
- E473.6-M34 CASE

Fort Sumter

- E471.1-C89

Vicksburg

The Web of Victory: Grant at Vicksburg.
- E475.27-M632

Vicksburg National Military Park, Mississippi.
- E475.27-E92-1957
West Virginia

Lee’s Invasion of Northwest Virginia in 1861.
- E472.1-H17

- To which is added an account of the campaign in western Virginia, with plans of battle-fields. By George B. Mc Clellan. New York: Sheldon & Company, 1864.
- E470.2-M126-R425

Wilderness to Petersburg

Campaigns and Battles of the Army of Northern Virginia.
- E534-W812

The Battle of the Wilderness.
- E476.52-S29

The Virginia Campaign of ‘64 and ‘65.
- By A. A. Humphreys. c 1883.
- E476-H93

Miscellaneous

Civil War Battlefield Parks of Virginia.
- Virginia State Travel Service. Richmond: Dept. of Conservation & Economic Development. No date.
- qE470.2-V817

Daring and Suffering: A history of the great railroad adventure.
- E473.55-P68

Military History of Kentucky.
- Chapter V, Parts 1 and 2, deal with the War Between the States. Written by workers of the Federal writers project of the Works Progress Administration for the State of Kentucky. Sponsored by the Military Department of Kentucky. Frankfort, Ky.: Printed by the State Journal, 1939.
- F451-F293

Operation of the Army Under Buell from June 10th to October 30th, 1862, and the Buell Commission.
- dE474.3-F946

Quantrill and the Border Wars.
- E470.45-C752

The Army Under Pope.
- dE470-R785
The Burning of Chambersburg, Pennsylvania.

- F159.F89-C44-1864
4. GETTYSBURG

An Oration Delivered on the Battlefield of Gettysburg, November 19, 1863.
  • By Edward Everett. New York: Baker & Godwin, 1863.
  • E475.56-E93

  • E475.56-U58

  • E475.57-P415

  • E475.53-V24

Gettysburg Made Plain: A succinct account of the campaign and battles, with the aid of one diagram and twenty-nine maps.
  • dE475.51-D727

  • 2nd Edition. Columbus, Oh.: Authorized By Act of General Assembly Approved April 13, 1889.
  • E475.56-R425

  • E475.56-T569, E475.56-T569-1961

  • qE475.53-R263

Gettysburg: The Final Fury.
  • E475.53-C36

Gettysburg: The High Noon of Destiny.
  • E475.53-F728

Gettysburg: The pictures and the story.
  • E475.53-G5-1913

Gettysburg, the Pivotal Battle of the Civil War.
  • E475.53-B414

Gettysburg: The place, the battle, the outcome.
  E475.53-S886-G394

Gettysburg: What They Did There.
  E475.56-M663-G394-1920

Haskell of Gettysburg: His life and Civil War papers.
  E601-H34

Historic Views of America’s Greatest Battlefield: Gettysburg.
• Gettysburg, Pa.: Blocher’s, c 1920.
  fE475.53-H673

Human Interest Stories of the Three Days Battles at Gettysburg.
  qE475.53-G864

Last Charge at Gettysburg.
  E475.51-V637

Lee and Longstreet at High Tide: Gettysburg in the light of the official records.
• By Helen D. Longstreet. Gainesville, Ga.: The Author, 1904.
  E475.53-L85

Lincoln and Gettysburg: The story of Abraham Lincoln’s immortal address at Gettysburg.
• Gettysburg: Bookmart, 1949.
  E475.55-F737

  qE475.53-N532-1900 v.1-3

Notes on the Invasion of Maryland and Pennsylvania: The battle of Gettysburg, with explanatory map and souvenir album.
• By G. E. Jacobs. Columbus, Oh.: Ward Brothers, c1888. Map missing.
  dE475.51-J17-1888

Notes on the Rebel Invasion of Maryland and Pennsylvania, and the Battle of Gettysburg, July 1st, 2d and 3d, 1863.
  Case-E475.51-J17, E475.51-J17-1909 D-3

Pennsylvania at Gettysburg.
  o Same Title. Harrisburg: W. S. Ray, Printer, 1904.
  E475.53-P41-1914
  E475.53-P41-1893
Pennsylvania at Gettysburg: Reminiscences, July 1863.
- By Charles F. McKenna, 1922.
- E475.53-P41.M155

- E475.57-P41-1913
- E475.57-P41-1915

Report of the Select Committee Relative to the Soldiers’ National Cemetery at Gettysburg.
- As reported to the Pennsylvania House of Representatives. Harrisburg: Singerly & Myers, State Printers, 1864.
- E475.55-P412
- E475.55-P41
- E475.55-P412-1867

Soldiers’ Battle: Gettysburg.
- E475.53-B435

The Attack and Defense of Little Roundtop, Gettysburg, July 2, 1863.
- E475.53-N88

The Battle of Gettysburg.
- E475.53-H349-1958

The Battle of Gettysburg.
- E475.51-P23

The Battle of Gettysburg, 1863.
  - dE475.51-D76-1898

The Battle of Gettysburg.
  - E475.51-G646

The Battle of Gettysburg.
  - E475.53-H34

The Battle of Gettysburg: A comprehensive narrative.
  - E475.53-Y73
The Battle of Gettysburg, as Exhibited in Allegheny City.
- By the Pittsburgh Cyclorama Co., Shaw Brothers (printers).
- E475.51-P692

The Battle of Gettysburg: The country, the contestants, the results.
  - Same Title. 2nd Edition.
  - Same Title. 8th Edition.
  - Same Title. 16th Edition.
- E475.53-S886-1949
- E475.53-S886-1935
- E475.53-S886-1947
- E475.53-S886-1956

The Gettysburg Bicentennial Album.
- F159-G5-F73-1987

The Gettysburg Knapsack: A souvenir of useful information for tourists of the battle of Gettysburg.
- By Luther W. Minnigh. Mt. Holly Springs, Pa.: Mt. Holly Printing Co., c1897
- dE475.56-M663

The Gettysburg National Military Park: The location of monuments, markers and tablets on the battlefield of Gettysburg.
- E475.56-U581-1914

The Glory and the Dream: Abraham Lincoln, before and after Gettysburg.
- E475.55-M985

The Great Invasion of 1863: or, General Lee in Pennsylvania.
- With an appendix containing an account of the burning of Chambersburg, a statement of the General Sickles controversy, and other valuable historic papers. By Jacob Hoke. Dayton, Oh.: W. J. Shirey, 1888, c1887.
- E475.51-H72

The Shaping of a Battle: Gettysburg.
- E475.53-M787

These Honored Dead: The Union casualties at Gettysburg.
- E475.51-B976

This Hallowed Ground: The high water mark walking tour.
- dE475.56-T44

Three Days at Gettysburg: A complete handbook of the movements of both armies during Lee’s invasion of Pennsylvania, and his return to Virginia.
- By John E. Pitzer. Gettysburg, no date.
- E475.53-P692
Two Days of War: A Gettysburg narrative, and other excursions.
- dE470-T78

Two Views of Gettysburg.
- dE475.53-T97

Westmoreland County Soldiers' and Sailors' Veteran Association: Monument number, historic souvenir.
- Greensburg, Pa.?, 1925.
- fE475.56-W533

With Pen and Camera on the Field of Gettysburg in War and Peace.
- Photos by W. H. Tipton, text by Holman D. Waldron. Portland, Me.: Chisholm Brothers, c1907.
- fE475.56-T595
5. REGIMENTAL AND OTHER UNIT HISTORIES

Army/Corps/Division/Brigade

Annals of the Army of the Cumberland: Comprising biographies, descriptions of departments, accounts of expeditions, skirmishes and battles; also its police record of spies, smugglers and prominent rebel emissaries.
- E470.5-F64
- E470.5-F54-1864

Commanders of the Army of the Potomac.
  - E470.2-H355

Following the Flag: From August 1861 to November 1862 with the Army of the Potomac.
  - Same Title: Boston: Ticknor & Fields, 1865 (c 1864).
- dE470-C67.1865 CASE

Four Years with the Army of the Potomac.
  - E470.2-T843

History of the Army of the Potomac.
  - E470.2-S859

History of the Second Army Corps in the Army of the Potomac.
  - E493.1-2d-W179

Last Hours of Sheridan’s Cavalry.
  - E477.67-T78

Official Army Register of the Volunteer Force of the United States Army for the Years 1861-1865.
  - E548-O32-1987

Stonewall Jackson and the Old Stonewall Brigade.
  - E467.1-J14-C772

The Fifth Army Corps (Army of the Potomac).
  - E493.1-5th-P886

Regiment (Pennsylvania) - General

Annual Report, Pennsylvania Adjutant General’s Office.

Last updated 8/25/2017
• 1864.
• UA43-P41

History of Pennsylvania Volunteers.
  • qE527-B32
  • qE527-B32

History of the Pennsylvania Reserves: A complete record of the organization and of the different companies, regiments and brigades.
• Compiled from official reports and other documents. By J. R. Sypher, Esq. Lancaster, Pa.: Published by E. Barr & Co., 1865.
  • E527.5-S99

Official History of the Militia and the National Guard of the State of Pennsylvania: From the earliest period of record to the present time.
  • fUA420-C61

  • qZ1242-D713

Cavalry

Elwood’s Stories of the Old Ringgold Cavalry, 1847-1865: The first three-year cavalry of the Civil War.
  • E527.6-22nd-R58CASE

History of the Eighteenth Regiment of Cavalry, Pennsylvania Volunteers (163d Regiment of the Line), 1862-1865.
  • E527.6-18thCASE

History of the Fifteenth Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry: Recruited and known as the Anderson Cavalry in the rebellion of 1861-1865.
  • qE527.6-15thCASE

History of the Seventeenth Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry: or one hundred and sixty-second in the line of Pennsylvania volunteer regiments, war to suppress the rebellion, 1861-1865.
• Compiled from records of the rebellion, official reports, recollections, reminiscences, incidents, diaries and company rosters, with an appendix, by H. P. Moyer, formerly bugler Company E, 17th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry. Lebanon, Pa.: Sowers Printing Company, 1911.
  • E527.6-17th

History of the Third Pennsylvania Cavalry, Sixtieth Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers, in the American Civil War, 1861-1865.
• Compiled by the Regimental History Committee, in accordance with a resolution of the Third Pennsylvania Cavalry Association. Philadelphia: Franklin Printing Company, 1905.
• qE527.6-3d

The Seventh Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Cavalry: Its record, reminiscences and roster; with an appendix.
  • E527.6-7th

The Twenty-Second Pennsylvania Cavalry and the Ringgold Battalion, 1861-1865.
  • Written and compiled by Samuel Clark Farrar. Published under the auspices of the Twenty-Second Pennsylvania Ringgold Cavalry Association. Akron, Oh. and Pittsburgh: The New Werner Company, 1911.
  • E527.6-22d

Artillery

History of Durell’s Battery in the Civil War (Independent Battery D, Pennsylvania Volunteer Artillery).
  • A narrative of the campaigns and battles of Berks and Bucks Counties’ artillerists in the war of the rebellion. By Charles A. Cuffel. Phila: Craig, Finley & Co., Printers,1903.
  • E527.7.D CASE

  • E527.7.F CASE

History of the Second Pennsylvania Veteran Heavy Artillery (112th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers) from 1861 to 1866: Including the Provisional Second Penn’a Heavy Artillery.
  • E527.7-2d

Infantry

Antietam to Appomattox, 155th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers.
  • Eighteen chapters, narratives of battles, sieges, marches, picketing, camp life and casualties of a veteran regiment, told by actual participants.
  • E527.5-155th-P412

Bucktailed Wildcats, a Regiment (42nd) of Civil War Volunteers.
  • E527.5-42nd-G55

Campaining with the Roundheads: The history of the One-Hundredth Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Infantry Regiment in the American Civil War, 1861-5.
  • E527.5-100th

Charter and By-Laws of the Washington Infantry: 102 Regt., P. V. V.
  • dUA428-W31-C4-1913

Concise History Of the Camp and Field Life of the 122d Regiment, Penn’a Volunteers.
  • Compiled from notes, sketches, and incidents, recorded in the diary of George F. Sprenger. Lancaster Pa.: The New Era Steam Book Print, 1885.
  • E527.5-122d

General History of Company D, 149th Pennsylvania Volunteers: And personal sketches of the members.
• Compiled by John W. Nesbit. Allegheny, Pa.: Thomas J. Kuhns & Co., no date.
• E527.5-149th
• E527.5-149th-1908 CASE

History of Company K, 1st Infantry, Penn's Reserves.
• By H. N. Minnigh. Duncansville, Pa.: “Home Print” Publisher, c 1891.
• dE527.5-1st-M663

• E527.5-42d CASE

History of the Eighty-Fifth Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, 1861-1865: Comprising an authentic narrative of Casey’s Division at the Battle of Seven Pines.
• qE527.5-85th

History of the Eighty-Seventh Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers.
• Prepared from official records, diaries, and other authentic sources of information. By George R. Prowell. Published under the auspices of the regimental association. Illustrated with over one hundred engravings and portraits. York, Pa.: Press of the York Daily, 1903.
• E527.5-87th CASE

History of the First Battalion Pennsylvania Six Months Volunteers and 187th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry: Six months and three years service, Civil War, 1863-1865.
• E527.5-187th

History of the Forty-Fifth Regiment Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Infantry, 1861-1865. Written by the comrades.
• E527.5-45th CASE

History of the Old Flag of the Eighty-Fifth Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers: Civil War, 1861-5.
• E527.5-85th

History of the 101st Regiment, Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Infantry 1861-1865.
• qE527.5-101st

History of the 103rd Regiment, Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Infantry, 1861-1865.
• qE527.5-103rd CASE

History of the 104th Pennsylvania Regiment: From August 22nd, 1861, to September 30th, 1864.
• By William W. H. Davis. Philadelphia: Jas. B. Rodgers, Printer, 1866.
• E527.5-104th CASE

History of the One Hundred and Fifth Regiment of Pennsylvania Volunteers.
• A complete history of the organization, marches, battles, toils, and dangers participated in by the Regiment from the beginning to the close of the war, 1861-1865. By Kate M. Scott. Philadelphia: New-World Publishing Company, 1877.
  • E527.5-105th

History of the One Hundred and Sixth Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers, 2d Brigade, 2d Division, 2d Corps, 1861-1865.
  • E527.5-106th

History of the 118th Pennsylvania Volunteers, Corn Exchange Regiment.
  • From their first engagement at Antietam to Appomattox, to which is added a record of its organization and a complete roster. Fully illustrated with maps, portraits, and over one hundred illustrations, with addenda. By the Survivors’ Association, 118th (Corn Exchange) Regt., P. V. Philadelphia, Pa.: J. L. Smith, 1905.
  • E527.5-118th

History of the 121st Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers.
  • E527.5-121st

History of the One Hundred and Twenty-Fourth Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers, in the War of the Rebellion, 1862-1863: Regimental reunions, 1885-906, history of monument.
  • E527.5-124th

History of the One Hundred and Twenty-Fifth Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers, 1862-1863.
  • By the Regimental Committee. Printed by J. B. Lippincott Company, 1906.
  • E527.5-125th

History of the One Hundred and Fortieth Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers.
  • By Prof. Robert Laird Stewart. Published by authority of the Regimental Association. Philadelphia: Printed by the Franklin Bindery, 1912.
  • E527.5-140th

History of the One Hundred and Fifty-Third Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers Infantry: Recruited in Northampton County, Pa., 1862-1863.
  • E527.5-153d

  • qUA428-W31

History of the Seventy-Eighth Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
  • E527.5-78th

History Sixty-First Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers, 1861-1865.
History of the Twelfth Regiment, Pennsylvania Reserve Volunteer Corps (41st Regiment of the Line), from Its Muster into the United States Service, August 10th, 1861, to Its Muster Out, June 11th, 1864.
- \textit{E527.5-41st}

History of the Twenty-Third Pennsylvania Volunteers Infantry, Birneys Zouaves: Three months and three years service, Civil War.
- Compiled by the secretary by order of the Survivors Association, Twenty-Third Regiment, 1903-1904.
- Philadelphia? 1904?
- \textit{qE527.5-23d}

- Pittsburgh, 1891.
- \textit{longUA428-W31h}

Nathan Divens and the 139th Regiment of Pennsylvania Volunteers.
- \textit{qE527.5-139th-1993}

Our Campaigns: Or, the marches, bivouacs, battles, incidents of camp life and history of our regiment during its three years term of service. Together with a sketch of the Army of the Potomac. 31st Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
- \textit{E527.5-31st}

Pennsylvania Thirteenth, November 9, 1861-February 22, 1862.
- Volume 1, Numbers 1-14. Published weekly by the 13th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers. Printed by Pittsburgh Dispatch Press, Co. A.
- \textit{E527.5-13th}

- \textit{E527.5-93d}

Soldiers True: The Story of the One Hundred and Eleventh Regiment Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteers.
- \textit{E527.5-111th}

The Campaigns of the Fifty-Second Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry: First known as “The Luzerne Regiment”, being a record of nearly 4 years’ continuous service from October 7, 1861 to July 12, 1865 in the war for the suppression of the rebellion.
- \textit{E527.5-52d}

- \textit{F527.5-78th-G3-1994}
- E527.5-63d-1990

The Major: Being a collection of letters and notes, by James Harvey Cline, on the organization, experiences and battles of the Hundredth Roundhead Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers, during the Civil War.
- Pittsburgh: Augmented and privately printed by Victor Vescilus Young, 1935.
- fE527-C641

The Seventy-Seventh Pennsylvania at Shiloh.
- E527.5-77th

- E527.5-148th

The Story of the Forty-Eighth: A record of the campaigns of the Forty-Eighth Regiment Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Infantry during the four eventful years of its service in the war for the preservation of the Union.
- E527.5-48th

The Story of the 116th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers in the War of the Rebellion: The record of a gallant command.
- E527.5-116th

Three Years in the Bloody Eleventh: The Campaign of a Pennsylvania Reserves Regiment.
- E527.5 11th G53 2002

Under the Maltese Cross: Antietam to Appomattox, the loyal uprising in western Pennsylvania, 1861-1865; campaigns 155th Pennsylvania Regiment, narrated by the rank and file, 1910.
- qE527.5-155th

- E527.5-63d

- E527.5-132d

Regiment (Other States)

Chronicles of the Twenty-First Regiment, New York State Volunteers.
- E523-21st-M657-1887

**Colorado Volunteers in New Mexico, 1862.**
- dE498-H74

**Genealogy of Some Early Families in Grant and Pleasant Districts, Preston County, West Virginia.**
- The frontispiece is a roster of Company H, 3rd Regiment, Potomac Home Brigade, Maryland Infantry. By Edward Thorp King. Marshalltown?la., 1933.
- F247-P93-K52

**History of the Fifth West Virginia Cavalry, Formerly the Second Virginia Infantry, and of Battery G, First West Virginia Light Artillery.**
- E536.6-5thCASE

**Record of the Thirty-Third Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry from August 1862 to August 1865.**
- E513.5-33d

**The Drums of the 47th.**
- E505.5-47th-B95CASE

**The Fifteenth Ohio Volunteers and Its Campaigns, War of 1861-5.**
- By Alexis Cope, Captain, Fifteenth Ohio Volunteer Infantry. Columbus, Oh.: The Author, 1916.
- E525.5-15th

**The Story of the Guard: A chronicle of the war. Fremont’s body-guard of Missouri cavalry.**
- Case-E517.6-F872-1863

**With Fire and Sword.**
- dE601-B99
6. BIOGRAPHY/AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Ulysses S. Grant

Captain Sam Grant.
- E672-L6744

From Tannery to White House: The life of Ulysses S. Grant.
- dE672-T369

General Grant.
  - Same Title. New York: D. Appleton, c 1897.
- dE672-W749,
- dE672-W749-1897

Grant and His Generals.
- E467-M123

Meet General Grant.
  - Same Title. New York: Horace Liveright, 1928.
- E672-W912-1928
- E672-W912-1928-1
- E672-W912-1946

Personal Memoirs of U. S. Grant.
- E672-G76

U. S. Grant and the American Military Tradition.
- E672-C36

Ulysses S. Grant and the Period of Natural Preservation and Reconstruction.
- E668-G761-C561

The Ancestry of General Grant, and Their Contemporaries.
- CS71-G762-M367

The Personal Memoirs and Military History of U. S. Grant Versus the Record of the Army of the Potomac.
- E470.2-M12

Within Are the Names of the Guests of the Fifth Avenue Hotel: On the occasion of the obsequies of General U. S. Grant, August 8th, 1885.
- dE672-W5-1885
Thomas J. “Stonewall” Jackson

Mighty Stonewall.
  - E467.1-J14-V245

Stonewall Jackson and the American Civil War.
  - Same Title. 2 Volumes. New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1926.
  - dE467.1-J14-H496
  - E467.1-J14-H496-1926

“Stonewall Jackson”: The life and military career of Thomas Jonathan Jackson, lieutenant-general in the Confederate army.
  - dE467.1-J14-A22

Stonewall Jackson and the Old Stonewall Brigade.
  - E467.1-J14-C772

The Genealogies of the Jackson, Junkin and Morrison Families.
  - fCS71-J14-S559

Robert E. Lee

General Lee.
  - Same Title.
  - E467.1-L47-L45
  - E467.1-L47-L45-1894

Lee.
  - E467.1-L47-F855

Lee: A Biography.
  - E467.1-L47-F855-1945

Lee and His Cause: Or, the why and the how of the war between the states.
  - dE487-D312

Lee the American.
  - E467.1-L47-B799-1929

Lee’s Lieutenants: A study in command.
• By Douglas Southall Freeman. 3 Volumes. New York: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1942-44.
  E470.2-F855

Robert E. Lee.
  dE467.1-L47-T79

Robert E. Lee, the Soldier.
  E467.1 L47-M454

George B. McClellan

General McClellan.
  E467.1-M12-M62

Little Mac: The Life of General George B. McClellan.
  E467.1-M12-M123

McClellan’s Own Story: The War for the Union, the soldiers who fought it, the civilians who directed it and his relations to it and to them.
• By George B. McClellan. New York: C. L. Webster & Company, 1887 (1886).
  E470.2-M126

Philip H. Sheridan

General Sheridan.
  E467.1-S55-D255

Illustrated Life, Campaigns and Public Services of Philip H. Sheridan (Major-General Sheridan).
  Case-E467.1-S55-D39

“Little Phil” and His Troopers.
  E467.1-S55-B96

Personal Memoirs of P. H. Sheridan, General, United States Army.
  E467.1-S55-S55

William Tecumseh Sherman

Sherman: A Memorial in Art, Oratory, and Literature.
  qE467.1-S553-K27

General Sherman.
  E476.1-S553-F697

Life and Deeds of General Sherman.
  E467.1 S553-N877

Life of Wm. Tecumseh Sherman.
  E467.1-S553-J71

Memoirs Of General William T. Sherman.
  E467.1-S55-S52 CASE
  E467.1-S553
  E467.1-S553-1957

Sherman and His Campaigns: A military biography.
  E467.1-S553-B78

Sherman: Soldier, Realist, American.
  E467.1-S553-L712-1960

Others

Abraham Lincoln, the War Years.
  E457-S213-1940

Admiral Farragut.
  E467.1-F23-M214

  E467.1-B87

Biographical Sketches of Eminent American Patriots.
  E184-C3-T125

David Gregg: Pennsylvania Cavalryman.
  qE527-G819-B955

Edwin M. Stanton: His character and public services on the eve of the Rebellion.
  • E467.1-S79-W748

**Edwin McMasters Stanton:** The autocrat of rebellion, emancipation, and reconstruction.
  • E467.1-S79-F64

**Felix Reville Brunot,** 1820-1898.
• A civilian in the war for the union, president of the first Board of Indian Commissioners. By Charles Lewis Slattery. New York, London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1901
  • dE93-B89-S63

**From Manassas to Appomattox:** Memoirs of the civil war in America.
  • E470-L85

**General Hancock.**
  o **Same Title.** New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1894.
  • dE467.1-H23-W17
  • E467.1-H2-W179

**General John A. Logan:** A biography.
  • E664-B63-C7

**General Johnston:** Joseph E.
  • E467.1-J74-H894

**General Officers of the Confederate Army, Officers of the Executive Departments of the Confederate States, Members of the Confederate Congress by States.**
  • E467-W95 1989

**General Scott.**
• By General Marcus J. Wright. New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1897
  • dE403.1-S4-W952-1897

**General Thomas.**
  • E467.1- T4-C785

**In Memoriam, Edwin McMasters Stanton, His Life and Work:** With an account of dedication of bronze statue in his native city.
  • E467.1-S79-D75

**James Buchanan and His Cabinet on the Eve of Secession.**
  • E436-A89
John White Geary, Soldier-Statesman, 1819-1873.
- E476.1-G29-T589

Life and Achievements of James Addams Beaver.
- dE467.1-B39-B968

- Edited and arranged with notes and contemporary history by George Thornton Fleming from data compiled by Gilbert Adams Hays. Pittsburgh, Pa., 1919.
- E467.1-H42-F59

Memoirs of a Swiss Officer in the American Civil War.
- E601-A81

Memoirs of Lieut.-General Scott, LL. D.
- Written by himself. New York: Sheldon & Company, 1864
- dE403.1-S43

Men of Our Day.
- E467-B86

Military Memoirs of a Confederate.
- E545-A37

Minute Men of Pennsylvania: With a brief biography of their leader in Blair, Bedford and Cambria Counties, Col. Jacob C. Higgins.
- E475.51-B955

Personal and Military History of Philip Kearny, Major General United States Volunteers.
- E467.1-K24-D41

Personnel of the Civil War.
- E494-A5

Recollections of Half a Century.
- E415.7-M166

Reminiscences of the Civil War.
- E470-G66, E470-G66-1904
Stanton: The Life and Times of Lincoln’s Secretary of War.
  • E467.1-S79-T45

Sword and Olive Branch: Oliver Otis Howard.
  • E467.1-H85-C29

Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South.
  • E415.9-S84-B864

That Devil Forrest: Life of General Nathan Bedford Forrest.
  • E467.1-F728-W979

The Civil War Career of Thomas A. Scott.
  • By Samuel Richey Kamm. Philadelphia, 1940.
  • E491-S429

The Life and Letters of George Gordon Meade, Major-General United States Army.
  • E467.1-M38-M481 v.1-2

The Life of David Glasgow Farragut: First admiral of the United States Navy, embodying his journal and letters.
  • E467.1-F23-F219

The Life of General Ely S. Parker: Last grand sachem of the Iroquois and General Grant’s military secretary.
  • F129-B92-B9-v. 23

The Life, Trial, and Execution of Captain John Brown: Known as Old Brown of Ossawatomie.
  • E451-B87

The Miner Boy and His Monitor: Or, the career and achievements of John Ericsson, the engineer.
  • By Rev. P. C. Headley. New York: W. H. Appleton,
  • T40-dE68-H43

The Public Life of James A. Seddon.
  • By Merton E. Stearns. Sugar Grove, Pa.: The author?, 1924.
  • qE467.1-S38

War Years with Jeb Stuart.
  • E470-B62
7. DIARIES/PERSONAL NARRATIVES/LETTERS

Diaries/Journals

A Borderland Confederate.
• E605-W754

A Civil War Diary, Feb. 1864-Feb. 1865.
• E470-H677

A Rebel War Clerk’s Diary at the Confederate States Capital.
• E605-J77

Diary of General S. M. Jackson for the Year 1862.
• Apollo, Pa.: Pref., 1925.
• dE601-J14

Frederick Augustus James’s Civil War Diary: Sumter to Andersonville.
• E611-J27

Leaves from the Diary of an Army Surgeon: Or, Incidents of field, camp and hospital life.
• By Thomas T. Ellis. New York: J. Bradburn, 1863.
• dE601-E47 CASE

My Diary North and South.
• F210-R96

Private Elisha Stockwell, Jr., Sees the Civil War.
• E601-S86

Private Smith’s Journals: Recollections of the late war.
• dE601-S64

The Civil War Diary of Capt. Samuel Duvall, July-October 1864: Company E, 102nd Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, 1st Brigade, 2nd Division, 6th Corps.
• Transcribed by David M. Neville. Export, Pa.: D. M. Neville, no date.
• qE601-D903-N523

• Transcribed and annotated by William Dunham. Hanover, Ind.: W. Dunham, 1985?
• fE601-H633
- Transcribed by David M. Neville, no date.
- fE601-F656-N523

The Civil War Notebook of Daniel Chisholm: A chronicle of daily life in the Union army, 1864-1865.
- E601-C47-1989

The Diary of James T. Ayers, Civil War Recruiter.
- E601-A977

The Road to Cold Harbor: Field diary, January 1-June 12, 1864 of Capt. Samuel C. Schoyer, 139 Pennsylvania Volunteer Regiment.
- E476.41-S363

The Soldier Boy’s Diary Book: Or, memorandums of the alphabetical first lessons of military tactics.
- Kept by Adam S. Johnston, from September 14, 1861 to October 2, 1864. Pittsburgh, 1866. Same Title. Pittsburgh, 1867.
- dE601-J72, Case-E601-J72-1867

Personal Narratives/Reminiscences

Anecdotes of the Civil War in the United States.
- dE470-T74

Boyhood Memories of the Civil War, 1861-1865.
- E527-S95

Bullet and Shell: A soldier’s romance.
- E601-W72

Camp-fire and Cotton Field: Southern adventure in time of war.
- E601-K74

- E415.7-M166

Following the Greek Cross: Or, memories of the Sixth Army Corps.
- E493. 1-6th-H99

Four Years of Fighting: A volume of personal observation with the army and navy, from the first battle of Bull Run to the fall of Richmond.
• E470-C67f

Four Years under Marse Robert.
  • E605-S85

From Bull Run to Appomattox: A boy’s view.
  • E605-H79

From Chattanooga to Petersburg under Generals Grant and Butler: A contribution to the history of the war, and a personal vindication.
  • E470.2-S66

I Rode with Stonewall: Being chiefly the war experiences of the youngest member of Jackson’s staff from the John Brown raid to the hanging of Mrs. Surratt.
  • E470-D733, E470-B63-1961

In and Out of the Lines: An accurate account of incidents during the occupation of Georgia by federal troops in 1864-1865.
  • dE605-H84

Life in the Confederate Army: Being personal experiences of a private soldier in the Confederate Army.
  • dE605-F69

Memoirs of a Swiss Officer in the American Civil War: Rudolf Aschmann.
  • E601-A81

Military Reminiscences of the Civil War.
  • E470-C877

My Early Life and the Civil War.
  • dF159.3-S644

My Story of the War: A woman’s narrative of four years personal experience as a nurse in the Union army, and in relief work at home, in hospitals, camps, and at the front during the War of the Rebellion.
  • E621-L78

  • F549-D3-J65

Recollections, 1844-1909.
  E663-M13

Recollections of a Confederate Staff Officer.
  E470-S71

Recollections of a Mosby Guerrilla.
• By John W. Munson. New York: Munsey’s Magazine, no date.
  E470.45-M969

Recollections of a Private: A story of the Army of the Potomac.
  E601-G67

  E467.1-L47-L47

Red Tape and Pigeon-Hole Generals: As seen from the ranks during a campaign in the Army of the Potomac.
• By a citizen soldier. New York: Carleton, Publisher, 1864.
  E601-C28

Reminiscences: An autobiographical sketch, written at the request of his children, January 23, 1843-October 11, 1927.
• By Hugh Wilson Arthur. Pittsburgh?: Privately printed, 1927?.
  F159.26-A788

Reminiscences of Peace and War.
  E415.7-P973-1905

Sketches of the Rise, Progress and Decline of Secession: With a narrative of personal adventures among the rebels.
  dE458.2-B88

The Bivouac and the Battlefield: Or, campaign sketches in Virginia and Maryland.
  dE601-N95

“The Cannoneer.”
  E601-B928

The Recollections of a Drummer Boy.
  E601-K47
The Story of American Heroism: Thrilling personal narratives of adventures during the great Civil War as told by the medal winners and roll of honor men.
- qE655-S88

Three Years in the Federal Cavalry.
- dE601-G553

Thrilling Adventures of Daniel Ellis: The great Union guide of east Tennessee, for a period of nearly four years during the great southern rebellion.
- dE601-E42

Through Five Administrations: Reminiscences of Colonel William H. Crook, bodyguard to President Lincoln.
- E661-C94

Two Days of War, a Gettysburg Narrative and other excursions.
- dE470-T78

Under the Old Flag: Recollections of military operations in the war for the Union, the Spanish war, the Boxer rebellion, etc.
- E470-W74

War Record and Personal Experiences of Walter Raleigh Robbins from April 22, 1861 to August 4, 1865.
- dE601-R63

With Fire and Sword.
- E601-B99

With the Army of West Virginia.
- fE536-A159-B474

Published Letters

- qE475.51-H891

Aunt and the Soldier Boys from Cross Creek, Pa., 1856-1866.
- qE601-M143
   • Compiled and written by Janet Kirchner Warter. Huntington Beach, Calif.: The Compiler, 1986.
   • qCS71-K61-W296

   • qE601-K57-O81

Civil War Letters of Alexander Adams.
The letters were written by Adams, a Private, mostly to his mother during his service in the Union army.
   • No publisher, no date.
   • qE601-A21

   • qE527.6-22d-D632-1991

   • E527.5-100th-P47-1990 CASE

Letters of a Civil War Surgeon.
   • E601-W343

Letters of Ulysses S. Grant to His Father and His Younger Sister, 1857-78.
   • By his nephew, Jesse Grant Cramer. New York and London: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1912.
   • E672-G764

“Remember Your Friend Until Death”: A collection of Civil War letters from the West Overton Archives.
   • E601-S2-1993

“Respects to All”: Letters of two Pennsylvania boys, Adam S. and Michael S. Bright, in the War of the Rebellion.
   • E601-B855

South After Gettysburg: Letters of Cornelia Hancock from the Army of the Potomac., 1863-1865.
   • E621-H234

The Civil War Letters and Genealogy of Frederick Duerr of Butler County, Pennsylvania.
   • By Peggy Vorwin Cramer. Lansdale, Pa.: P. Cramer, 1983?.
   • qCS71-D853-C889

   • qE601-T234-F663
Others

Col. A. W. Gilbert, Citizen-Soldier of Cincinnati.
  • F486-G45

Hardtack and Coffee: The unwritten story of army life.
  • Edited by Richard Harwell. Chicago: R. R. Donnelley, 1960
  • dE607-B59

Life and Military Service of Matthias Manner, 1841-1864.
  • CS71-M281-S836

Outlines from the Outpost.
  • dE470.2-C77

Stop the Evil: A Civil War history of desertion and murder.
  • E527.5-116th-H855-A453

They Were There: The Civil War in action as seen by its combat artists, with 6 poems by Walt Whitman.
  • fE468.7-S839

War Pictures from the South.
  • E470-E82
8. SOLDIERS/ARMS/MILITARYORDNANCE/GOODS

Soldiers

Fighting by Southern Federals.
- E491-A54

- qVE23-B636

Historical Register and Dictionary of the United States Army: From its organization, September 29, 1789, to March 2, 1903.
- qU11-U58-M473,
- U11-U58-H473-1890

Infantry Tactics: For the instruction, exercise and manoeuver of the soldier, a company, line of skirmishers, battalion, brigade or corps d’ armee.
- Case- UD160-C338-1862

Instructions for Making Muster-Rolls: Mustering into service, periodic payments and discharging from service of volunteers or militia.
- dU113-U58-I59-1863

Johnny Reb and Billy Yank.
- E605-H94

List of Officers of the Army of the United States from 1779 to 1900.
Includes a register of all appointments by the President of the United States in the volunteer service during the Civil War.
- U11-U58-P88

Manual of Instruction for the Volunteers and Militia of the United States.
- U113-G463

Manual for Quartermasters and Commissaries: Containing instructions in the preparation of vouchers, abstracts, returns, etc.
- UC32-H945-1863

CIVIL WAR BIBLIOGRAPHY
Detre Library & Archives, Heinz History Center

• E548-Q32-1987

Regulations for the Recruiting Service of the Army of the United States.
• dUB323-A2-1861

The American Jew as Patriot, Soldier and Citizen.
• E184-J5-W855

The Blue Coats: And how they lived, fought and died for the Union.
• E655-T86

The Medal of Honor of the United States Army.
• fU353-U58-M488

The Story of the Marines, 1740-1919.
• By John W. Leonard and Fred F. Chitty. See Chapters V and VI for operations in the Civil War and pages 280-3 for Corp. Henry B. Hallowell’s “Marine Corps Reminiscences of Civil War Days.” New York: Approved through military channels by officers of the United States Marine Corps and with the aid of the United States Marine Corps Publicity Bureau, n. d.
• HB915-U58-1860

Tracing Your Civil War Ancestor.
• CD3047-G76

The Training of an Army: Camp Curtin and the North’s Civil War.
• E491-M652-T768-1990

Arms

American Firearms Makers: Colonial period to the end of the 19th century.
• TS535-C273

American Socket Bayonets, 1717-1873.
• qUD400-W3782

Inscribed Union Swords, 1861-1865.
• fU856-U58-S919

Military Ordnance/Goods

Last updated 8/25/2017
Advance the Colors: Pennsylvania Civil War Battle Flags.
- fE527.4-S28-1987

Catalogue of Military Goods, for Sale.
- fUC263-B219-1960

Illustrated Catalog of Civil War Military Goods: Union weapons, insignia, uniform accessories and other equipment.
- fE646.5-S38-1985

Notes on Ordnance of the American Civil War, 1861-1865.
- UF523-P48

Uniforms of the United States Army.
- fUC483-A35-1959

United States Military Buttons of the Land Services, 1787-1902: A guide and classificatory system.
- qUC487-W977
9. NAVAL OPERATIONS

American Civil War Navies: A bibliography.
  Z1242-S655

Civil War Naval Chronology, 1861-1865.
- qE591-U581-N316
- qE591-U581-N316

Diary of Gideon Welles: Secretary of the Navy under Lincoln and Johnson.
  E468-W44

History of the Ram Fleet and the Mississippi Marine Brigade in the War for the Union on the Mississippi and its Tributaries.
  E591-C89

Official Records of the Union and Confederate Navies in the War of the Rebellion.
  E591-U58-O32

Recollections of a Naval Officer, 1841-1865.
  dE596-P24

The Blockade of the Southern Confederacy, 1861-1865.
  qE470.65-H46

Western Rivers Towboat Directory: Including special listings of Upper Mississippi rafters, Civil War gunboats and transports.
- Compiled by Capt. Frederick Way, Jr. Sewickly, Pa.: Steamboat Photo Co., 1943.
  qVM307-W357-W526
10. PRISON CAMPS

General

A Prisoner of War in Virginia 1864-5.
  • E611-P99

Battlefield and Prison Pen: Or, through the war, and thrice a prisoner in rebel dungeons.
  • A graphic recital of personal experiences throughout the whole period of the late war for the Union. By John W. Urban. Philadelphia: Hubbard Brothers, c 1882.
  • dE601-U72

Four Years in Secessia: Adventures within and beyond the Union lines.
  • E468.9-B882

The Capture; the Prison Pen and the Escape: Giving a complete history of prison life in the South.
  • By Willard W. Glazier. Hartford, Conn: H. E. Gordon, 1869.
  • E611-G553

Confederate Prison Camps

Andersonville, Ga., U. S. A.
  • E612-A5-S53

From Libby to Freedom.
  • E611-O11

Incidents and Adventures in Rebeldom: Libby, Belle-Isle, Salisbury.
  • E611-D21

Life Struggles in Rebel Prisons.
  • dE611-F35 CASE

List of Soldiers Belonging to Pennsylvania Regiments Who Died at Andersonville from February 26, 1864 to March 24, 1865.
  • Also list of Union soldiers buried at Andersonville. Surgeon Generals Office. Harrisburg, Pa.: Singerly & Myers, 1865.
  • qE612-A5-P412

Pennsylvania at Andersonville, and Memorial Commission.
  • C. E. Aughinbaugh, Printer to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 1909.
  • E612-A55-P41

Pennsylvania at Salisbury, North Carolina.
- E612-S16-P41

Prisoners from Pennsylvania Who Survived Andersonville.
- qE612-A5-R185-P412

Federal Prison Camps

Confederate Soldiers and Sailors Who Died as Prisoners of War at Camp Butler, Illinois, 1862-5.
- qE616-B985-C748

Confederate Soldiers, Sailors and Civilians Who Died as Prisoners of War at Camp Douglas, Chicago, Ill., 1862-1865.
- qE616-D7-C748

Prison Life of Jefferson Davis.
- dE467.1-D26-C89
11. SECRET SERVICES

Confederate Agent: A discovery in history.
  • E608-H811-1960

History of the United States Secret Service.
  • E608-B16

Nurse and Spy in the Union Army: comprising the adventures and experiences of a woman in hospitals, camps and battlefields.
  • By Emma E. Edmonds. Hartford: W. S. Williams; Philadelphia: Jones Bros., 1865.
  • E608-E24

The Boy Spy: A substantially true record of secret service during the war of the rebellion.
  • E608-K39

The Pinkertons: The detective dynasty that made history.
  • HV8087-P75-H62-1968

The Secret Service, the Field, the Dungeon and the Escape.
  • E468.9-R521

The Secret Service in the Late War.
  • E608-B167-S446

The Spy of the Rebellion: Being a true history of the spy system of the United States Army during the late rebellion.
  • E608-P65
12. STATE/COUNTY/CITY HISTORIES

State

A House Divided: A study of statehood politics and the Copperhead movement in West Virginia.
  - E536-C97

An Illustrated History of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Civil, Political and Military.
  - F149-E31

Delaware During the Civil War, a Political History.
  - E500-H234-1961

Georgia’s Confederate Soldiers: Unusual references to Confederate information.
  - qE566-G532-C814

Guide to Indiana Civil War Manuscripts.
  - E506-T64

Indiana in the Civil War Era, 1850-1880.
  - F526-H67-v.3

Indiana in the War of the Rebellion.
  - F521-I39-v.41

Indiana Politics During the Civil War.
  - F521-I39-v.31

Lincoln and the Bluegrass: Slavery and civil war in Kentucky.
  - E457-T754

Loyal West Virginia from 1861 to 1865.
  - qE536-L27

Making and Remaking Pennsylvania’s Civil War.
  - E527 M35 2001

Martial Deeds of Pennsylvania.
Marylanders in the Confederacy.
- E566-H338

Pennsylvania and the Civil War: A handbook.
- E527-H635

Pennsylvania in American History.
- F149-P416

Pennsylvania in the Civil War.
- SERIAL v.1

South Carolina Goes to War, 1860-1865.
- F266-C375

Tennessee in the War, 1861-1865.
- Includes lists of organizations and officers from Tennessee in both the Confederate and Union armies and general and staff officers of the provisional army of Tennessee, appointed by Gov. Isham G. Harris. Compiled and prepared by General Marcus J. Wright. Williamsbridge, New York City: A. Lee Publishing Company, c 1908.
- E531-W95

The Union Cause in Kentucky, 1860-1865.
- E509-S74

Allegheny County Medal of Honor Recipients.
- qUB434-P4-S5-1995

Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, in the War for the Suppression of the Rebellion, 1861-1865.
- Roll of honor defenders of the flag, attack on Fort Sumter, S. C., April 12, 1861, surrender at Appomattox, Va., April 9, 1865. Published by authority of the Board of Managers, Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Hall. Compiled and arranged by and under the direction of Samuel M. Evans. Pittsburgh, Pa., 1924.
- F157-A46-E92

An Abstract of the 1865 York County, Pennsylvania Assessors Military Roll.
- qCS1-S726-No. 33
Lawrence County, Pennsylvania Soldiers: Revolutionary War, War of 1812, Civil War.
- qUA420-L36-M996

Military Services and Genealogical Records of Soldiers of Blair County, Pa.
- qF157-B5-H693

The Rebellion Record of Allegheny County, from April, 1861 to October, 1862.
- Containing the narrative of the organization of companies and regiments, the pecuniary aid tendered by corporations and individuals, the history of the home guards, the operation of the draft and the list of exempts. W. A. Lare and W. M. Hartzell, Publishers. Pittsburgh, A. A. Anderson, 1862.
- Office-F148.7-1862-R291

They Served With Honor: Alphabetical roster of deceased veterans buried in Beaver County, Pa. from the French and Indian War to Viet Nam.
- qF157-B2-H425

Venango County Soldiers: Includes biographical sketches and pension records of Revolutionary War soldiers, War of 1812 burials, and Civil War burials.
- qUA420-V448-M996

Veterans Records; Beaver County, Pennsylvania.
- qF157-B2-C623-V585

City

Amity, Pennsylvania: In the great American conflict.
- F157-W39-A516-S531-1965

Celebration of the One Hundredth Anniversary of the Incorporation of the City of Pittsburgh: Names and service of all members of the Allegheny County Bar who served in the war of 1861 and 1865.
- F159.45-H67-1916

Cultural Story of an American City, Cleveland.
- By Elbert J. Benton. Includes as Part 2 a description of Cleveland under the shadow of the Civil War and reconstruction, 1850-1877. Cleveland: Western Reserve Historical Society, 1943.
- F486-W5-B478

Philadelphia in the Civil War 1861-1865.
- F158.5-T24

Pittsburgh During the American Civil War.
• By Arthur Fox, Mechling Bookbindery, Chicora, 2002.
• qF159.3 F6 2002.
13. VETERANS’ ORGANIZATIONS

_Grand Army of the Republic (GAR)_

**Captain Thos. Espy Post No. 153:** Catalogue of relics in the Memorial Room, Library Building, Carnegie, Pa., 1911.
- E646-P412-E77

**Forty-Seventh National Encampment, Grand Army of the Republic:** Chattanooga, Tenn., September 15-20, 1913.
- qE462.1-A2-47th

**History of the Grand Army of the Republic.**
- E462.1-A19

**Journal of the Thirty-Ninth National Encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic:** Denver, Colorado, September 7th and 8th, 1905.
- Boston: Griffith-Stillings Press, 1905.
- E462.1-U5-1905

**Journal of the Thirty-Sixth National Encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic:** Washington, D. C., October 9th to 10th, 1902.
- Includes roster of the officers of the national encampment. 1866-1902. Minneapolis: Kimball & Storer, 1903.
- E462.1-U5-1902

**Manual of the Civil War:** And key to the Grand Army of the Republic and kindred societies.
- E462.99-C288-1899

**National Woman’s Relief Corps:** (Parsons, Kans.) Constitution; revised rules and regulations for the government of the National Woman’s Relief Corps, auxiliary to the Grand Army of the Republic.
- dE462.15-C756-1937

**Proceedings of the Annual Encampments of the Grand Army of the Republic, Department of Pennsylvania.**
- For the years 1912, 1913, 1918, 1919, 1899, 1901, 1903, 1905, 1907, 1909, 1910 and 1911. _Rolls of the Annual Encampments for 1901, 1911, 1912 and 1916._
- E462.1-P41
- E462.1-P41r

**“Ritual of the Grand Army of the Republic.”**
- dE462.1-P41-H425

**Roster, General Alexander Hays Post No. 3, 1902.**
- Crafton, Pa.: Hoskinson & Chambers.
- dE462.1-P41-H425
Roster, Grand Army of the Republic, Department of Pennsylvania, Duquesne Post, No. 259.
  • Compiled by Edward Abel. Pittsburgh, August 1912.
  • dE462.1-P41-D946

Services for the Use of the Grand Army of the Republic. Department of Pennsylvania.
  • Philadelphia, September 1st, 1911.
  • dE462.1-P41s

The GAR: Its organization and the men of Post # 37 (York County).
  • qCS1-S726-No. 39

    o Book of Information and Guide to Pittsburgh, 1894.
  • fE462.1-U5-1894
  • F159.15-1894g
  • qF159.26-L83-G7
  • E462.1-A2-28th

Memorials/Dedications

Address to the Surviving Soldiers of the Late War: At the organization of the Fayette County Veteran’s Association at Uniontown, Pennsylvania, August 27, 1879.
  • By Dr. N. W. Truxal.
  • E462.99-F284-T875

  • E467.1-R7-S678

  • E474.65-P41

Pennsylvania at Chickamauga and Chattanooga.
Ceremonies at the dedication of the monuments erected by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to mark the positions of the Pennsylvania commands engaged in the battles, 1897.
  • Harrisburg, Pa.: W. S. Ray, State Printer, 1901.
  • E475.81-P41

Pennsylvania at Cold Harbor, Virginia.
  • Ceremonies at the dedication of the monument erected by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in the national cemetery at Cold Harbor, Virginia, to mark the positions as well as in memory of the Pennsylvania commands engaged in the Battle of Cold Harbor of June, 1864. Pennsylvania Cold Harbor Battlefield Commission. Harrisburg: C. E. Aughinbaugh, Printer to the State, 1912.
  • E476.52-P41
  • F234-C96-P41

  • Together with a roster of comrades present. Philadelphia: Printed by Electric Printing Co., 1903?.
  • E527.4-R241

The Memorial to Major General George Gordon Meade in Washington, D. C.
  • Prepared under the direction of the Meade Memorial Commission of Pennsylvania. October, 1927. Harrisburg? 1927?
  • F203.4-M48-P41

Others

  • Anniversary of the founding of the corps. 28th Reunion, Pittsburgh, Pa., August 1909. New York, n. d.
  • UG603-S678-1909

Roster of Encampment No. 1, Union Veteran Legion of the United States.
  • At Pittsburgh, Pa. Compiled by Samuel M. Evans, George A. Cassidy and John Campbell. July 1, 1918.
  • dE462.4-U58

Society of the Army of the Cumberland: Reunions, 1st (Feb. 1868) through 32nd.
  • E470.5-S678
14. FICTION

**Action at Aquila** 2nd Edition.
- PS3501-L5ac-1938

**Andersonville.**
- PS3521-A47an

**Gettysburg, A Novel.**
- PS3523-O52g

**On the Wings of Occasions:** Being the authorized version of certain curious episodes of the late Civil War, including the hitherto suppressed narrative of the kidnapping of President Lincoln.
- PS1807-O52-1900

**Tiger-Lilies.**
- PS2210-T544-1969

**Where the Red Volleys Poured.**
- F159.37-D13
15. MISCELLANEOUS

Health/Medicine

Civil War Medicine.
- E621-B87

History of the United States Sanitary Commission: Being the general report of its work during the war of the rebellion.
- E631-U58

Art/Music

Reunion Rhymes of “Tenderfoot” and “Grayback” times: And War songs sung in southern climes to “cheat” the doctors and raise the dimes.
- Composed and compiled by the “old fighting chaplain” (John Hogarth Lozier). Mt. Vernon, Iowa: Lozier Brothers, no date.
- M1639-R444

Salute to Gettysburg.
- PS3545-E255-S181

The American Heritage Century Collection of Civil War Art.
- fE468.7-A512c

“The Civil War in Song”: The military and musical allegory of the late Civil War.
- By S. G. Pratt. New York: Grant Monument Association, 1891.
- fM1639-P917

War Songs for Anniversaries and Gatherings of Soldiers.
- To which is added a selection of songs and hymns for Memorial Day. For male voices. Boston: Oliver Ditson Co.; etc.; c 1883.
- qM1666-W253

Philanthropic/Charitable

Sanitary Fairs: A philatelic and historical study of Civil War benevolences.
- fE362-K3-1992

The Philanthropic Results of the War in America.
- E629-B86

The Tribute Book: A record of the munificence, self-sacrifice and patriotism of the American people during the war for the union.
CIVIL WAR BIBLIOGRAPHY
Detre Library & Archives, Heinz History Center

• By Frank B. Goodrich. New York: Derby & Miller, 1865.
  • qE629-G65

United States Christian Commission, for the Army and Navy: Work and incidents.
  • E635-U58

Political/Social

Civil War and Social Change in Georgia.
  • VIDEO-42

History of the Administration of President Lincoln: Including his speeches, letters, addresses, proclamations, and messages.
  o Enlarged Edition. Including closing scenes connected with his life and death, and added anecdotes and personal reminiscences of President Lincoln by Frank B. Carpenter. New York: Derby and Miller, 1865.
  • dE456-R26
  • E456-R26l

Lincoln and the War Governors.
  • E457.4-H587 CASE

Lincoln’s Supreme Court.
  • qE457.2-S587

Little Known Facts: Abraham Lincoln and the Civil War.
  • E457.901-C334

Mr. Buchanan’s Administration on the Eve of the Rebellion.
• New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1866, c 1865.
  • E436-B91

Reconstruction: After the Civil War.
  • E668-F83

Speech by Hon. John Sherman, of Ohio, on Emancipation as a Compensation for Military Service Rendered by Slaves.
  • E453-S55

The Civil War and Reconstruction: A dissertation bibliography.
  • qZ1242-B144

The Civil War and the American System: America’s battle with Britain, 1860-1876.
• E183.8-G7-S167

The Political History of the United States of America, During the Great Rebellion, from November 6, 1860 to July 4, 1864.
• JK201-M17

The Record of Hon. C. L. Vallandigham on Abolition, the Union and the Civil War.
• E458-V17

The Shaking of the Nations.
• E458.4-J67

Twenty Years of Congress: From Lincoln to Garfield.
• E664-B63

Research Material

A Bibliography of Sources for Civil War, Mexican War and Spanish American War Research in Western Pennsylvania.
• qCS1-W526-S741-No. 2

• To be exhibited at Philadelphia, June 7th, 1864 at the Great Central Fair. Sanitary Commission, Dept. of Arms and Trophies. Philadelphia: Crissy & Markley, 1864.
• E632-P544-U58 CASE

Guide to Federal Archives Relating to the Civil War.
• CD6047-M965

Statistical Record of the Armies of the United States.
• By Frederick Phisterer. New York: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1901 (c 1883).
• dE468.9-P57

The Civil War Dictionary.
• E468-B662

The Illustrated History of American Civil War Relics.
• fE646.5-S985
The Official Military Atlas of the Civil War.
- fG1201-S5-U58-1978

The United States on the Eve of the Civil War.
- qVE23-S887

Women’s Role

A Woman’s War: Southern Women, Civil War, and the Confederate Legacy.
- fE628 W9 1996

Woman’s Work in the Civil War:
- E467-B86-W872, E628-B86

Women of the War: Their heroism and self-sacrifice.
- E628-M81-1866

Others

- dE468.9-W75

American Bastille.
- E458.8-M36-1871

Glimpses of the Nation’s Struggle.
- E464-G559

Jefferson Davis Gets His Citizenship Back.
- E467.1-D26-W286

John Brown’s Body.
- E451-B465

Johnson’s New Illustrated (Steel Plate) Family Atlas.
- Includes a chronological history of the Civil War. New York: Johnson and Ward, 1863.
- fG1019-F535
Journal of the Convention of the State of Arkansas: Which was begun and held in the Capitol, in the City of Little Rock, on Monday, the fourth day of March, one thousand, eight hundred and sixty-two.
- Little Rock: Johnson & Yerkes, State Printers, 1861.
- JK9780-A15-1861 CASE

Message of Andrew G. Curtin, Governor of Pennsylvania, to the Legislature, 1862.
- Harrisburg?, Pa., 1862.
- J87.P4-C72-1862 CASE

“Our Struggle Righteous in the Sight of God”: A sermon preached by William Orne White in the church of the Keene Congregational Society, April 13, 1862, the day of thanksgiving for the nation’s victories.
- E649-W4-1862

Report of the Select Committee of the Senate Appointed to Inquire into the Late Invasion and Seizure of the Public Property at Harper’s Ferry.
- Washington, 1860.
- E451-U58

Sermon Delivered September 28, 1862 Commemorative of the Explosion at the Allegheny Arsenal, at Lawrenceville, Pennsylvania, on September 17, 1862.
- By Rev. R. Lea.
- F148.7-1862-L433

Southern Historical Society Papers.
- Volume 29, 1901 only. Richmond, Va.
- E483.7-S72

The Civil War, Strange and Fascinating Facts.
- E655-D25-1982

The Origin of the Late War: Traced from the beginning of the Constitution to the revolt of the southern states.
- E459-L96-1866

The Perpetuity of the Union.
- E458.4-M82

The Strange Story of Harper’s Ferry: With legends of the surrounding country.
- F249-H29-B27

The United States Service Magazine.
- U1-U58

War Powers Under the Constitution of the United States.
- Military arrests, reconstruction and military government. War claims of aliens. With notes on the acts of the executive and legislative departments during our Civil War, and a collection of cases decided in the

- JK560-W61
16. ARCHIVAL

Catalogued

Aaron Eugene Bachman, My Experiences During the Civil War.
- Photocopy. Aaron Eugene Bachman enlisted in a Pennsylvania cavalry regiment, was captured in 1864 and sent to Andersonville Prison.
- MFF 2326

Albert Moore, Diary, 1863-1864.
- Typed transcript of a sergeant in Company G, 28th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. Dated from March 10, 1863 to June 19, 1864, the diary includes an account of the Battle of Gettysburg.
- MFF 3001

Allegheny County.
- The file includes an Official price list of clothing, a Quarterly Return of Ordinance and Ordinance Stores, a Muster Roll of Capt. Andrew Larges’ Company and a Notice-Application for Pension for Soldiers.
- MFF 2828

Allegheny (Pa.) Select and Common Council, Minutes, 1840-1907.
- The minutes include discussions of municipal war work during the Civil War.
- MSS 0205

Alexander Adams, Papers.
- The file includes Adams’ enlistment and war record in Company A, 100th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. From Penn State Library, Pennsylvania Historical Collection.
- MFF 4001

Alexander Murdoch, Papers.
- Include a regimental roster, copy of a speech entitled “The Battle of Drainsville,” delivered by Murdoch on his recollections of the Civil War (with transcript), and an article entitled “A Soldiers Diary,” detailing the history of Company A, 9th Pennsylvania Reserve Regiment.
- MFF 2499

Andrew Shenacker, Papers, 1863-1990.
- The file includes the Civil War record of Shenacker and correspondence concerning his life. Compiled by Percival D. Park.
- MFF 2805

Beale Family, Papers, 1861-1962 (Bulk, 1861-1865).
- Includes correspondence to Anna Martha Beale, a resident of Burrell Township, Westmoreland County, from friends and relatives serving with the Union Army during the Civil War. The letters deal with various aspects of the War, including the Battle of Ball’s Bluff (1861) and the Peninsular Campaign (1862).
- MFF 0004

Bracken Family, Papers, 1846-1902.
- Includes correspondence relating to the Civil War.
- MFF 0055

Brunot Family, Papers, 1834-1968.
- Includes materials relating to the Civil War and Felix Brunot’s involvement in philanthropic and civilian relief work in support of the Union.
- MSS 0006
Callen Family, Papers, 1862-1887.
- Includes correspondence to James Callen from his brother, David Callen, and other members of the 4th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Cavalry.
- MFF 0005

Chalfant Family, Papers1863-1864. July 5, 1863; December 9, 1864.
- Written by James Chalfant to his brother, Henry, one from prison in South Carolina.
- MFF 2201

Clarkson Haught, Letter, July 20, 1862.
- The letter was written by Haught to his mother, Nancy, from a camp near Harrison’s Landing, Va., and details the activities of Haught and his father, James, both serving in Company D, 7th Virginia Regiment, U. S. Volunteers.
- MFF 2625

- The file includes Civil War correspondence of Robert Clugston.
- MSS 0070

Col. William Napton, Papers, 1847, 1861, 1869.
- The file contains papers relating to the Mexican War and Civil War. New Jersey.
- MFF 2136

Commission for Andrew Ivory to the 11th Infantry, Company G of the Pennsylvania Volunteers.
- Includes commission papers for Pennsylvania Reserve Volunteers, 11th infantry.
- Acc. 2000.0061

Confederate States of America, Medical Director’s Office, Records, 1861-5.
- Included in the file is correspondence and other materials relating to the management of Confederate health services and transfer of Union and Confederate patients. The letters are from Medical Director, William A. Carrington, and CSA Surgeon, General Samuel P. Moore.
- MFF 0007

Contract Between the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and Dr. George L. Bomberger: For services as a medical officer during the Civil War.
- Dated March 21,1865.
- MFF 2649

David S. McCollough, Army Discharge, Vienna, Virginia, June 30, 1865.
- MFF1202

Dawson-Montgomery Families, Diary and Papers.
- Diary was kept by Alex Montgomery, who served for nine months (1862-1863) in Company F, 136th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. It documents his daily life and operations in which he participated, especially the Battle of Fredericksburg in December 1862, in which he was wounded. The August 1863 entry honors others in the regiment who died in battle.
- MSS 0101

Dickson Courtney Shaw, Letters, 1862.
- MFF 2162

Edgar A. Roth, Papers, 1874-1960.
• Roth was a Pittsburgh artist and historian and designer of the Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Hall. He wrote extensively on Western Pennsylvania history, including various Civil War regiments.
• MSS 0102

• McKee was active in preserving the history of Wilkinsburg, Pa., and vicinity. The file includes research notes on history, primarily documenting the town’s contribution to the Civil War. Of note are biographical sketches of soldiers, histories of regiments and GAR Posts and the listing of soldiers buried in the Beulah and Hebron Cemeteries.
• MFF 0015

• Pittsburgh, July 26, 1862-March 25, 1864.
• MFF 0097

14th Pennsylvania Cavalry Association, Papers, 1888-1891.
• Includes a letter of invitation and a brochure for the ninth reunion of the Association in 1891.
• MFF 2665

Francis Gregg, Letters, 1862-1863.
• The letters were written to Gregg’s wife and children on October 14, 1862 and April 21, May 5 and 8, June 8 and July 14, 1863.
• MFF 2236

Francis W. Bruce, Letters, 1863.
• The letters are addressed to John McAllister. Pittsburgh, June 16, 1863. They describe the reactions of Pittsburghers to Lee’s 1863 invasion of Pennsylvania.
• MFF 0418

Frazier March Winans, Papers, 1847-9, 1851, 1861.
• The papers relate to Winan’s military service in the Mexican and Civil Wars.
• MFF 2266

Frederick Jenny, Letter, November 21, 1864.
• Letter written by John A. Percy, Sergeant, Battery B, 2nd Artillery, Pennsylvania Volunteers, to Col. Fr. Jordan concerning the whereabouts of Frederick Jenny, also with Battery E.
• MFF 2748

• Letter from Blevam to his uncle from Pittsburgh, the recruiting station for Blevam’s unit, the 14th U. S. Infantry.
• Acc. 1996.0072

George E. Hamilton, Letter, December 17, 1863.
• The letter is from Hamilton, a member of the 140th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, to his sister, Lide E. Hamilton.
• MFF 0912

George Levis, Letter, October 23, 1862.
• The letter is from George D. Kughler of West Greenville, Pa., to Levis (also spelled Levers) mentioning the Civil War draft in the area.
• MFF 2753

George McCully Laughlin, Photographs.
The file includes several photographs of George McCully Laughlin in Civil War uniform and a photograph of a “Civil War Surrender Site.”.

**Acc. 1995.0164**

**George M. Draher, Papers, 1862-1869.**
- Draher was a private in Company B, 63rd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. The file includes two diaries, written in 1862 and 1863, histories of Company B and the Battle of Gettysburg, discharge papers and other Civil War materials.
- **MFF 2219**

**George W. Reed, Military Papers, 1862, 1863.**
- **MFF 2149**

**Gilbert A. Hays, Papers, 1833-1950.**
- Includes papers relating to Hays’ father, Gen. Alexander Hays, and the 12th and 63rd Regiments, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, as well as miscellaneous material relating to Gilbert Hays’ books on the life and letters of his father and the history of the 63rd Regiment.
- **MSS 0099**

**Greene County, Records, 1785-1887.**
- Includes miscellaneous papers relating to the 122nd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
- **MSS 0097**

**Harper Family, Papers, 1796-1882 (Bulk, 1855-1866).**
- Includes correspondence and materials documenting the school and military life of Albert Metcalf Harper. During the Civil War, Harper attained the rank of Major and Adjutant General of U. S. Volunteers.
- **MSS 0008**

**Havecotte Family, Papers, 1863-1879, 1984.**
- Includes letters, a biography and other materials relating to William Havecotte’s service in Company E, 115th Ohio Volunteer Infantry, mostly in a clerical capacity.
- **MFF 2792**

**Henry Eberle Papers**
- Contains correspondence of Eberle who was a member of the 28th Pennsylvania Volunteers.
- **Acc. 2002.0051**

**Henry McFarland, Account Book of Department Paymaster 1863-1865.**
- **MFF 0089**

**Hiller Family, Papers, 1861-1865, 1890-1915.**
- Includes correspondence, diaries, pension records and discharge papers primarily documenting members of the Hiller family and Civil War veterans John Baird and William McCloskey.
- **MSS 0249**

**Hugh Alfred Ayres, Papers, 1861-1896.**
- Papers include correspondence and writings of Alfred Ayres during his service as Captain of Company H, 78th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers. The letters were written to his wife and describe the battles of Chickamaunga (Ga.), Chattanooga (Tenn.), his support of Gen. Rosecrans’ order forbidding railroad travel of women in the South, and his impressions of the state of the Union Army while fighting in the South. Writings include two drafts of a verse poem and a prose reminiscence describing the Battle of Dallas (Ga.) in 1864, also known as New Hope Church. Also included is Ayres’ discharge certificate from the 13th Regiment of the Pennsylvania Volunteers in 1861. Hugh Alfred (Alf) Ayres was born in Butler, Pennsylvania and served with the 13th and 78th Regiments of Pennsylvania Volunteers during the Civil
War. He married Elizabeth Kerr in 1861 and returned to Butler after the war. Ayres held political offices in Butler and worked in merchandising and the oil industry after the war.

- **MFF 0067**

**Humphrey F. Carson, Military Papers, 1861-1864, 1888-1897.**
- Papers include military documents from Humphrey's service with the 193rd Regiment, Company F and the 12th Regiment, Company F of the Pennsylvania Volunteers. Also included are pension document from his military service. Humphrey F. Carson was born in Westmoreland County, Pa. He served in the military during the Civil War and the Mexican War.

- **MFF 2200**

**James B. Ross, Diary, August 8, 1862-May 7, 1863.**
- Includes transcription of Ross's diary from August 8, 1862 to May 8, 1863 while serving with the 123rd Regiment of the Pennsylvania Volunteers, Colonel B. Clark Infantry. The diary contains profound remarks on camp logistics, regiment review and every day weather. Of note is a short humorous episode with President Lincoln witnessed by the author of the diary in Washington on September 12, 1862. Ross was a native of West Manchester, Allegheny County, Pa., and was a soldier in Company G, 123rd Regiment of the Pennsylvania Volunteers. He served with the regiment until he was mustered out with the company on May 13, 1863. Of note is his relative inactivity in warfare, as well as of the whole company G, and Ross's first vote on October 14, 1862.

- **MFF 0181**

**James Dickson, Papers, 1858-1894.**
- Dickson was an accountant and partner in the dry-goods store of McElroy and Dickson at Fourth and Wood Streets, Pittsburgh. The papers consist primarily of financial ledgers and materials but include some Civil War materials.

- **MSS 0027**

**James Galloway Dinwiddie Finley, Civil War Correspondence 1862-1864.**
- Findley was an enlisted man and officer in Companies F and K, 91st Ohio Volunteer Infantry from Butler County and a great grandson of Congressman William Findley. Later, he was a United Presbyterian minister in Ohio and New York.

- **MFF 0050**

**James R. Grant, Papers, 1862-1889.**
- Includes various documents relating primarily to Grant’s service as Captain commanding Company K of the Fourth Pennsylvania Cavalry. Grant, a resident of Franklin, Pa., was a prominent businessman and elected official.

- **MSS 0124**

**James Veech, Papers, 1838-1879.**
- The papers include correspondence relating to the defense of Uniontown in the Civil War and the Pittsburgh Sanitary Commission, 1864.

- **MSS 0147**

**James W. Eberhart, Diaries of Salisbury Prison, 1864-1865.**
- **MFF 0184**

**Jarrett Collection.**
- Letters from Robert . Taggert, 1861 and 1862. Taggert was Captain of Co. C 9th Pennsylvania Reserves.

- **MFF 2258**

**Jefferson College, Autograph Albums, 1856-1861.**
- Kept by students at the College in Canonsburg, Pa., includes references to the Civil War and one signature from a student at Camp Wilkins in Pittsburgh.
• MFF 0036

John Adams Dennis, Civil War Diaries, 1862-1864.
• The file includes handwritten excerpts from the diaries.

• MFF 0209

John Covode, Papers, 1838-1892.
• Includes papers relating to Covode’s career as a Westmoreland County businessman and in the U. S. House of Representatives during the Civil War, when he was a member of the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War, as well as correspondence from his son George, a colonel in the Pennsylvania cavalry.

• MSS 0018

John Foster Papers, 1862-1864.
• Contains correspondence of John Foster, a member of the 103rd Pennsylvania, to his wife. He was captured in 1864 and died in Andersonville Prison.

• Acc. 2000.0209

John H. Fleming, Civil War Letters, 1862-March 6, 1865.
• Titled: A Palace Guard View of Lincoln. Compiled by Christian Brun. The file includes a colored photograph of Fleming, a member of Company K, 150th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.

• MFF 2195

John I. Nevin, Diary and Papers, 1858-1894.
• The documents describe Nevin’s service during the Civil War as an officer with the 93rd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. Nevin was captured and sent to Libby Prison in 1862.

• MSS 0064

John S. Patton, Papers, 1863-1923.
• Included are letters 1863, and diaries, 1865-1923. Brownsville, Pa.

• MSS 0126

John W. Ainsworth, Military Discharge, June 30, 1865.
• Ainsworth was a member of Company A, 5th Pennsylvania Volunteer Heavy Artillery, 204th Regiment of the Line.

• MFF 2777

Joseph Albree, Papers, 1842-1898.
• The file includes correspondence and other papers detailing life in Pittsburgh during the Civil War and various philanthropic activities associated with the war effort. Albree owned a shoe store and ornamental iron works and was active in civic organizations supporting the Union cause.

• MSS 0047

Joseph L. McQuaide, Papers, 1853-1863.
• Contains primarily correspondence from Camp Wilkins, Pittsburgh, and various camps in Virginia relating to McQuaide’s service in Company C, 9th Pennsylvania Reserves, 38th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, until his death at the Second Battle of Bull Run on August 30, 1862.

• MFF 0133

• Includes materials relating to Caldwell’s service in Company G, 10th Pennsylvania Reserves, during the Civil War.

• MFF 2789

Laughlin Family, Papers.
The file includes a biography of Laughlin, letters to his family and fiancée during the war and an article titled “Memories of Appomattox”, written by Laughlin and edited by Charles A. McClintock, appearing in the *Western Pennsylvania History Magazine*, Volume 42, September 1959. Laughlin joined the 155th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, in 1862, served throughout the war and ended as a Captain and Brevet Major.

**Acc. 1995.0262**

**Letter to Josiah Stephenson, a produce merchant, by the man he paid to substitute for him in the Civil War.**

- The letter is from Elisha McGuire to Josiah Stephenson a produce merchant, the man he paid to substitute for him in the Civil War, June 1, 1862
- **Acc. 1996.0128**

**L. Morris Carnegie, Letter, 1861.**

- December 23, 1861. Written to M. Lyde Homer.
- **MFF 0466**

**Lily Lee Nixon, Papers, 1845-1960.**

- Includes correspondence from soldiers serving with the 19th Illinois and the U. S. Signal Corps. Nixon was a Pittsburgh public school teacher and local historian.
- **MSS 0121**

**Linda Mockenhop, Papers, 1862-1882.**

- Included in the file is a note from John Hartley to Mrs. Sarah Hartley dated May 8, 1864, from Lynchburg, Va., advising of his recent capture and good health. Also included is a letter from J. W. Wilson, Captain, Company E, 14th Regiment, Ohio Volunteer Infantry, dated November 23, 1862, from Gallatin, Tenn., to his sister, describing the economic conditions of local Southerners. His regiment was Provost Guard for the town.
- **Acc. 1994.0207**

**Linton Family, Papers, 1838-1909.**

- The Linton family from East Bethlehem, Pa., included several Civil War veterans. The file contains documents relating to the Civil War, the 7th Cavalry Regiment and the 140th Infantry Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers.
- **MSS 0136**

**Martin Seel Papers, 1860-1864.**

- This collection contains correspondence of Martin Seel as well as genealogical material created by the donors of the collection. Most of the letters are addressed to his brother, Georg Seel who was a farmer in the Shaler, Pa. area. In addition to a picture of the daily life of a soldier, the letters show his attempts to stay involved in his family life. They also reflect his growing disappointment with the Army because the German units were much maligned for their performance at Chancellorsville and Gettysburg. Martin enlisted in the Union Army during the Civil War and was mustered in to the service on September 14, 1861 as a Private in Company I of the 74th Pennsylvania Regiment. This unit saw action in the Shenandoah Valley Campaign, Second Manassas, Chancellorsville and Gettysburg. In August 1864 the unit was sent to South Carolina where it participated in the siege of Charleston. In September 1864 the regiment was returned to Washington where Martin was mustered out on September 15, 1865.
- **MSS 365**

**McBride Family, Papers, 1862-1864.**

- Includes correspondence from soldiers George and Samuel McBride to family members discussing troop movements, living conditions, officers
- **MFF 0199**

**Map of Civil War Battlefields and Civil War Chronological History.**

- **Map File-Battles**

**Marchand Papers, 184(6?)-1899.**
- The file includes the muster roll of Samuel Sackett Marchand’s company in the 14th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
- MFF 2117

**Martin S. Bortz, Papers, 1864-1870.**
- MFF 0013

**Mathew H. Borland, Papers, 1862-1863.**
- Includes a diary and other papers concerning Borland’s service in Company G, 123rd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, from August 1862 to May 1863.
- MFF 0030

**Old “Libby Prison” Building, Richmond, Va.**
- Engraving from the original photograph taken August 23, 1863.
- Oversize Print Collection

**Park Rifles, Membership Agreement.**
- The file includes a list of approximately 100 names, many of German origin, of a military company (originally to be named “Anderson Home Guards”) to protect “the rights and liberties of Pittsburgh and vicinity....” Pittsburgh, ca. 1861.
- MFF 1429

**Pennsylvania Cavalry, 1st Regiment, Company K, 1861-1865, Muster Roll, February 28, 1863.**
- The muster roll is for a company which was raised in Allegheny and Washington Counties and was commanded by Joseph H. Williams.
- OSS 0055

**Pennsylvania Thirteenth.**
- Volume 1, Nos. 2, 4 and 5. Great Falls, Montgomery County, Md. November 16 and 30, 1861. Camp Tennally, D. C. December 7, 1861.
- E527.5.13th.CASE

**Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Cavalry, 4th Regiment, Company D, Militia Register, c 1866.**
- The file includes a colored lithograph, by A. Hol[ ], Baltimore, with sentimental illustrations and lists of men and officers, engagements, etc.
- GB Box location: B015d

**Pennsylvania Volunteers, 101st Regiment, Company K, Records, 1862.**
- The file consists of a roll book belonging to Sgt. Thomas Bushman of Company K, listing names and casualties, a letter from David Stewart in 1875 and another list of dead.
- MFF 0204

**Peter and John Marmie, Correspondence.**
- Includes letters to family and friends during the Civil War, 1860-1864.
- MFF 2118

**Pittsburgh Gymnastic Association, Records, 1858-1863.**
• Includes organizational and historical background papers and an admittance card for a special exhibition for the benefit of the Sanitary and Subsistence Committee on March 17, 1863.
• MFF 0182

Pittsburgh High School.
• The file includes a photograph of a bronze plaque listing pupils who served in the U. S. Army in the Civil War, 1861-1865. Pittsburgh, N. D.
• Oversize Photo Coll.

Reniers Family, Papers, 1900-1985.
• Papers relating to the Grand Army of the Republic, McPherson Post No. 17.
• MFF 0009

• Contains the diary, papers and photographs of Samuel McBride, who was a member of the 140th Pennsylvania Regiment. He was wounded at the Battle of Chancellorsville.
• MFF 0199

• Collection includes photographs, photocopies of historical articles and government documents, printed items and other sundry items relating to the Allegheny Arsenal and Pittsburgh neighborhoods.
• MSS 0002

Robert Arthurs, Letter, August 28, 1886.
• The letter, to Robert Lomas, describes how Arthurs masqueraded as a surgeon during the Civil War.
• MFF 2782

Robert B. Roth, Drawings of Civil War Battle Scenes.
• Included are one drawing of the 1st Rhode Island Regiment and one of Company E, Pennsylvania
• Oversize Print Collection

Samuel Clarke Farrar Diary, 1862-1865.
• Member of the 22nd Pennsylvania Regiment. (formerly the 58th Pennsylvania Militia)
• Acc. 2001.0250

Samuel Smith Gilson, Papers, 1840-1918.
• Includes materials concerning Gilson’s Civil War service in the 133rd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
• MFF 0128

Scull Family, Papers, 1736-1956.
• The file includes papers relating to the Civil War. John Irwin Scull was a newsman from Somerset County.
• MSS 0090

74th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
• The file includes a photograph, speeches and memorials relating to the rededication of the Regiment’s monument at Gettysburg, July 1, 1988.
• MFF 1469

77th Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Association, Records 1862-1941.
• The Association was formed in 1869 for veterans of the 77th Regiment, which was in active service from 1861 to 1866. The records include correspondence, meeting minutes, roll and roster books and miscellaneous materials documenting the activities of the Association and its members after the Civil War.
• MSS 0184
Sigmund E. Wisner Papers, 1861-1920.
- Contains discharge and pension papers and a history of the 79th Pennsylvania Volunteers.
- Acc. 2000.0144

Thomas Williams, Account Book, July 18, 1861-1864.
- Williams was a recruiting officer at Towanda, Pa.
- MFF 0239

Thomas W. Sallada, Papers, 1864-1925.
- The file includes the July 28, 1925 obituary for Thomas W. Sallada, born in Clarion County, Pa. on March 28, 1843. He was a Private in Company K, 40th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry (1863-1864) and Company I, 190th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry (1864-1865), was wounded three times and was a prisoner in Libby Prison for 28 days. Also included are Discharge Certificates for both units.
- Acc. 1997.0041

Unidentified, Diary of My Trip to Florida, February 1 and 25, 1861.
- The diary describes a fort being constructed by the Jacksonville Light Infantry.
- MFF 0786

- The unit was founded in 1792 in Pittsburgh, Pa., as the first independent militia west of the Alleghenies. The file includes correspondence and documents relating to its organization, the various wars from 1812 to World War 1 (including the Civil War) in which it participated and G. A. R. activities.
- MSS 0068

Whitaker Family, Papers, 1840-1919.
- John H. Whitaker served during the Civil War with Company D, 125th Ohio Volunteer Infantry and was the son of Albert P. Whitaker, editor of the Venango (Pa.) Spectator. The file includes correspondence from John in 1864 and 1865.
- MFF 0010

William Block, Sr., Papers, 1860-1904.
- Included in the file are three letters addressed to Gen. or Hon. J. K. Moorhead, member of the U. S. House of Representatives from Pittsburgh- one from the Acting Secretary of War concerning the graduation of Cadet Jacob H. Snyder in June 1861 from West Point, one from Samuel W. Bloch requesting the mustering order for the Bloch Regiment to be enlarged for Pittsburgh from five to six regiments and one from Brig. Gen. Jas. S. Negley concerning his qualifications for continued service in the Army.
- Acc. 1995.0313

William J. Bartley, Letter, September 26, 1864.
- The letter, written from camp near Harrisonburg, Virginia, to Bartley’s brother and sister, chiefly describes a battle fought at Winchester, Virginia.
- MFF 2785

William Morrison, Papers, 1861-1865.
- Morrison served during the Civil War with Company F, 83rd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, mustered in Meadville, Pa.. Wounded three times, he was killed in action at Petersburg, Va., on June 20, 1864. The papers consist primarily of correspondence with his brother, Stephen.
- MFF 0018

William N. Haymaker, Papers, 1861-1886.
- Includes materials relating to the service of Haymaker, a farmer from Monroeville, Pa., during the Civil War in the 63rd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
- MFF 0074
William Stuart Bell, Letters, 1863-1866.
- Bell was attached to Headquarters, Department of the Cumberland. The letters were written from December 12, 1863 to August 23, 1866.
- MFF 0044

- The file contains materials collected by Milburn Wilson in documenting the Wilson family history, including several Civil War soldiers.
- MSS 0105

Uncataloged

Alfred Charles Russel, Letter, 1864.
- The letter was written by Michael Dewalt, a soldier in Company E, 212th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, to his friend Mordeciah Cooley. The letter, written from Fort Craig near Washington D.C., describes camp life.
- Acc. 1993.0203

Baker Family Papers, 1861-1862.
- The file includes five letters from Charles J. Baker, a soldier with Company A, 45th Regiment, Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteer Infantry, to his brother Hiram Baker, detailing life in various army camps and other news. Baker was mortally wounded on September 17, 1862 at Antietam.
- Acc. 1993.0126

- MFF 2828

- Contains letter written by George McCaskey from Manasses Junction, VA.
- Acc. 2001.0129

Susan Dickson, Letters, 1887-1934.
- Included with the letters is a Certificate dated March 16, 1908 of the U. S. Bureau of Pensions, certifying that Margaret E. Dickson, widow of Samuel J. Dickson, who was a Private in Company A, 205th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, is entitled to a pension of $8 per month during her widowhood.
- Acc. 1994.0275

Sweet Family Papers.
- File contains photocopied account of John B. Sweet’s Civil War diary, September 28, 1862 to July 14, 1863, and a photocopied letter of Sweet and his friends in honor of Company I, 150th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry; Sweet was from Crawford County and was wounded and captured, but later escaped, at Gettysburg.
- Acc. 1993.0277

William Swindell, Papers, 1890-1930.
- The file includes newspaper obituaries for William Swindell, who died on June 20, 1902. He was a manufacturer of industrial furnaces, in charge during the Civil War of the furnace equipment at the Ft. Pitt foundry where many of the large cannon used by the Federal army were made.
- Acc. 1992.0114
APPENDIX A

Civil War Articles in the Western Pennsylvania Historical Magazine and Pittsburgh History

Campaigns/Battles

The Confederate Raid at Morgantown, West Virginia.
- Edited by Myron B. Sharp. Included are selections from the Mathiot Papers (located at the Western Pennsylvania Historical Society), detailing the raid on April 27, 1863.
- Vol. 50 (Oct. 1967), p. 335

Regimental and Other Unit Histories

A Brief History of Company A, 139th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers.
- By Edward M. McConnell. Company A was recruited in Mercer County in August 1862. Based in part on the papers of Capt. Abraham H. Snyder and Pvt. Jonathan E. Beil, both killed at the Battle of the Wilderness.

Colonel Samuel M. Jackson and the Eleventh Pennsylvania Reserves.
- By Frank W. Jackson. In May 1861 the Pennsylvania General Assembly created the Pennsylvania Reserve Corps, consisting of 13 infantry, one cavalry and one light artillery regiments. The Corps was mustered into U. S. service in June 1861 and mustered out in June 1864, and was commanded at various times by Generals McCall, Reynolds, Meade and Crawford. Sustaining the most casualties of the Corps in 16 battles was the Eleventh, recruited in Western Pennsylvania and commanded by Col. Samuel M. Jackson.
- Vol. 18 (March 1935), p. 45

Descent of the Raftsmen’s Guard: A roll call.
- By Mark Reinsberg. Biographical sketches of the men of the Warren County company that became Company D of the 13th Pennsylvania Reserves (Bucktail Regiment).

Pittsburgh Volunteers with Sickles’ Excelsior Brigade.
- By Bruce Sutherland. Parts 1-4. Narrative of the Brigade’s operations throughout the war. The Brigade was composed of New York regiments, but included in the 70th the Pittsburgh Friend Rifles as Company E and the Pittsburgh Zouave Cadets as Company A in the 74th. Another Western Pennsylvania company (from Tidioute, Warren County) formed part of Companies F and H of the 74th.
- Vol. 45 (March, June, Sept. and Dec. 1962), pps. 47,

Biography/Autobiography

Discipline and Piety: Professor, General, and College President John Fraser.
- By Jim Weeks. A short biography of Fraser, a professor at Jefferson College, who was appointed Colonel and commander of the 140th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and later a Brigade commander. He participated in the Battles of Chancellorville, Gettysburg, the Wilderness, Spotsylvania and Petersburg, where he was captured and spent months in Confederate prisons. After the war, he was President of Penn State University and Kansas University, both unsuccessfully, and finished his career as a professor at the University of Pittsburgh.

General James Scott Negley.
• By Alfred P. James. Negley, a Pittsburgher, rose to the rank of Major General in charge of a Division, mostly operating in the Western Theater. He was later a long-time U. S. Congressman.
  • Vol. 14, Apr. 1931, p. 69

Matthew Stanley Quay.
• By John W. Oliver. Quay was a Beaver County politician and local leader of the Republican Party. He was elected to the Pennsylvania General Assembly and U.S. Senate following the Civil War. During the War, among other appointments, he was Colonel and commander of the 134th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and won the Congressional Medal of Honor for valor at Fredericksburg.
  • Vol. 17, March 1934, p. 1

The Exploration of a Legend.
• By Frank Pollicino. Short biography of Harry White, an Indiana County politician, who was appointed Major of the 67th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, served during the War, was a prisoner of war until exchanged in 1864 and was mustered out as a Brigadier General.
  • Vol. 53, July 1970, p. 243

• Edited by Robert A. Jones. Short biography of Alexander Murdoch, who enlisted for three years in the Pittsburgh Rifles, Company A, 9th Pennsylvania Reserves, 38th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. Also includes Murdoch’s speech in honor of his unit’s reunion on December 19, 1885.
  • Vol. 53, July 1970, p. 299

Diaries/Personal Narratives/Letters

A Bucktail Voice: Civil War Correspondence of Pvt. Cordello Collins.
• Edited by Mark Reinsberg. From Warren County, Collins enlisted in the Raftsmen’s Guard, Company D of the Bucktails, 42nd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. He died of wounds at the Battle of Gettysburg in August 1863. The letters are addressed primarily to his parents.
  • Vol. 48, July 1965, p. 235

A Confederate Girl Visits Pennsylvania, July-September 1863.
• Parts 1 and 2. Edited by Ernest M. Lander. The article includes correspondence from Floride Clemson to her mother during a trip to visit relatives in Pennsylvania in 1863. Her father and brother had left the family home in Maryland to aid the Southern cause.
  • Vol. 49, Apr. 1966, p. 111 and July 1966, p. 197

A Former Harmonist Describes His Civil War Experiences, Including Parade Before Lincoln.
• By Karl J. R. Arndt. Focuses on a letter dated April 9, 1864 from John Seybold of the 14th Pennsylvania Cavalry.
  • Vol. 58, Apr. 1975, p. 279

A Union “Rookie” at Camp Wilkins.
• By Robert Rutland, State Historical Society of Iowa. Describes the service of Plympton A. White in the Civil War, ending in his death from disease in Libby Prison following his capture shortly before the Battle of Gettysburg. Includes a letter from White dated May 10 (1861) from Camp Wilkins, located on the old county fairgrounds in Lawrenceville near the Allegheny Arsenal.
  • Vol. 37, March 1954, p. 58

An Untold Incident of McClellan’s Peninsular Campaign.
• By C. Rosser James. Recollections of James as a young boy of his mother’s friendship with Major (later General) Farnum during the days before McClellan’s attack on Yorktown in 1862.
  • Vol. 44, June 1961, p. 151
Andrew Jackson Smith, Pennsylvania Extraordinary: Recollections of a century, 1832-1928.
- By David Lindsey. Based on the recollections of Smith, who was born and spent his early youth in Washington, Pennsylvania, moving to Illinois and then Missouri circa 1858. The article focuses on Smith’s pre-war friendship with the James and the Younger Brothers and his experiences as a member of Company D, 99th Illinois Regiment.
- Vol. 43, June 1960, p. 147

Captain Samuel A. Craig’s Memoirs of Civil War and Reconstruction.
- Parts 1-5. Craig was a Captain and commander of Company B, 105th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, and Company A, 17th Regiment, Veteran Reserve Corps.

Civil War Diary of an Ohio Volunteer.
- Edited by Donald J. Coan. The author, William Thompson Daugherty, was a member of Company B, 104th Ohio Volunteer Infantry. He was from Greentown, Ohio. The diary covers the period from January 1, 1864 to December 31, 1864, shortly after the Battle of Franklin, Tennessee.
- Vol. 50, July 1967, p. 171

Dear Sister Jennie-Dear Brother Jacob: The correspondence between a northern soldier and his sister in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania, 1861-1864.
- Parts 1 and 2. Edited by Florence C. McLaughlin. Jacob Heffelfinger, the soldier, was a member of the Seventh Regiment, Pennsylvania Reserves.

Home to Franklin!
- Excerpts from the Civil War Diary of George Randolph Snowden. Edited by Charles H. Ness. The diary of Snowden, a captain in the 142nd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, depicts his journey home from Washington, D. C. after his discharge in the Spring of 1864 and includes his impressions of the war, home front and politics.
- Vol. 54, Apr. 1971, p. 158

Memories of Appomattox by George McCully Laughlin.
- Edited by Charles A. McClintock. Describes the final battle of the Fifth Corps before the Village of Appomattox on April 9, 1865 and the surrender by General Lee. Laughlin entered the war as a private and was eventually promoted for bravery to Brevet Major and Captain of Company E, 155th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. At the end, he was aide-de-camp to General Griffin, commander of the Fifth Corps.
- Vol. 42, Sept. 1959, p. 259

Some Leaves from a Civil War Diary.
- Edited by Harry R. Beck. Excerpts from the diary of Corp. Florence C. Biggert, covering his active duty on three separate occasions- as a member of the 15th Regiment of Pennsylvania Militia in September 1862 serving as reserves at the Battle of Antietam and in June 1863 as guards for the City of Pittsburgh just prior to the Battle of Gettysburg and as a member of Capt. Knap’s artillery battery during July-August 1863 guarding communication lines following Gettysburg. After the War, Biggert entered the insurance business.

The Civil War Letters of Captain Andrew Lewis and His Daughter.
- Edited by Michael Barton. Lewis commanded Company A of the 11th Regiment, Pennsylvania Reserve Infantry. He was wounded in 1862 at Gaines Mill and died in captivity shortly thereafter.

The Civil War Letters of James Rush Holmes.
- Edited by Ida Bright Adams. The letters from Holmes, a sergeant with the 61st Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, dated between 1861-1865, focus primarily on camp life.

The Frank H. Shiras Letters, 1862-1865.
• Edited by Wallace F. Workmaster. Includes a series of letters from Shiras to Mr. R. L. Baker of Economy, Pennsylvania. Shiras was a member of the center section of Hampton’s Battery F, Independent Pennsylvania Light Artillery. He survived the war as a lieutenant. The letters deal with daily camp life and various battles in the eastern theater.
• Vol. 40, Fall 1957, p. 163 8

Soldiers/Arms/Military Armaments/Goods

Camp Wilkins, Military Post, 1861.
• By Joseph A. Borkowski. Discusses Camp Wilkins, Allegheny County, and its successor, Camp Wright, as interim training camps for Western Pennsylvania companies in 1861.
• Vol. 40, Fall 1957, p. 163 8

Discord in Civil War Volunteer Units: An Incident Explained.
• By Ruthanne Heriot. Concerning James Nimlock’s surreptitious departure from the U. S. Zouave Cadets, of Allegheny County, Sickle’s Excelsior Brigade, and enlistment in Company H, 28th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry.
• Vol. 63, Oct. 1980, p. 367

Naval Operations

William J. Kountz, Superintendent of River Transportation Under McClellan, 1861-1862.
• By Theodore R. Parker Kountz, from Pittsburgh and owner of a fleet of river steamships, was appointed superintendent and to other positions inspecting military river boat operations. After serious quarrels with Grant and other army personnel, he was dismissed from the service in May 1863.
• Vol. 21, Dec. 1938, p. 237

Prison Camps

Captain Isaiah Conley’s Escape from a Southern Prison.
• Edited by George D. Harmon and Edith Blackburn Hazlehurst. Conley, born in Bedford County in 1830, served as a second lieutenant in Company G, 101st Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. After serving with the Army of the Potomac, the 101st was sent to Plymouth, North Carolina. Attacked by Hoke’s Confederate Division, the 101st surrendered. Imprisoned at Camp Oglethorpe and Charleston, Conley escaped while on route to Columbia, South Carolina. The narrative details his escape and journey to Union lines at Knoxville, Tennessee. 2 Parts.
• Vol. 47, April and July 1964, p. 79 and 177

Diary of Salisbury Prison.
• By James W. Eberhart. Edited by Florence C. McLaughlin. Eberhart was a sergeant in Company G, 8th Pennsylvania Reserve Volunteer Corps, and Company G, 191st Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteers. He was imprisoned at Belle Isle and Salisbury Prisons from August 19, 1864, when he was captured at Petersburgh, until February 22, 1865, when he was paroled. See also, the Footnote in Vol. 57, Jan. 1974, p. 127, concerning the dedication in 1910 of the Pennsylvania monument at Salisbury Cemetery.
• Vol. 56, July 1973, p. 211

The Confederate Memorial at West Park in Pittsburgh.
• By Gregg L. Neel. Dedication of a memorial tablet at the site of the old Western Penitentiary, which served as the prison in 1863-4 for 118 junior officers and enlisted men of Maj. General John H. Morgan’s Confederate cavalry after his surrender in June 1863.
• Vol. 20, Sept. 1937, p. 215
Political Affairs

Abraham Lincoln in Pittsburgh and the Birth of the Republican Party.
- By Charles W. Dahlinger. The article is followed by a tribute to Abraham Lincoln, with no author listed.

Honest John Covode.
- By A. John Dodds. Covode was a Westmoreland politician who was a member of Congress during the first few years of the Civil War and, at the time, was Chairman of the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War. Reelected in 1866, he opposed President Johnson’s reconstruction policies.
  - Vol. 15, Aug. 1933, p. 175

Jeremiah Sullivan Black and the Great Secession Winter.
- By John T. Hubbell. Black’s role as Attorney General in President Buchanan’s cabinet on the eve of the Civil War.
  - Vol. 57, July 1974, p. 255

John P. Penny, Harry White, and the 1864 Pennsylvania Senate Deadlock.
- By Arnold Shankman. Describes the voting deadlock when Major Harry White became a prisoner of war in Libby Prison.
  - Vol. 55, Jan. 1972, p. 77

Senator Edgar A. Cowan, 1861-1867.
- By B. F. Pershing. Political career of a U. S. Senator during the Civil War.
  - Vol. 4, Oct. 1921, p. 224

The Civil War Career of Andrew Gregg Curtin, Governor of Pennsylvania.
- By Rebecca Gifford Albright. 3 Parts. A detailed look at Curtin’s career as a moderate war governor, a strong supporter of Lincoln’s administration.

The Election of 1864 in Western Pennsylvania.
- By Norman C. Brillhart.
  - Vol. 8, Jan. 1925, p. 26

Western Pennsylvania and the Election of 1860.
- By Joseph P. Wolstoncraft.
  - Vol. 6, Jan. 1923, p. 25

Secret Service

Contraband and Rebel Sympathizers in Pennsylvania in 1861.
  - Vol. 41, Spring 1958, p. 29

State/Country/City Histories

A Lost Landmark: A study of the fate of the Allegheny Arsenal.
- By James Wudarczyk.
  - Vol. 70, Apr. 1987, p. 191

Fortifying Pittsburgh in 1863.
• By John P. Cowan. A historic document gives an interesting record of the men who worked on the construction of Coal Hill Fort.
  • Vol. 2, Jan. 1919, p. 59

New Castle in 1860-1861: A community response to a war crisis.
• By Bingham Duncan. Describes pre-Sumter attitudes toward the South and war efforts immediately after the beginning of the war.
  • Vol. 24, Dec. 1941, p. 251

Pennsylvania Raises an Army, 1861.
• By Dr. Edward G. Everett. Focuses on the raising of the initial Pennsylvania 3-month regiments in April 1861.
  • Vol. 39, Summer 1956, p. 83

Pittsburgh’s Civil War Fortification Claims.
• By Henry King Siebeneck. Discusses the fortification of Pittsburgh by Maj. General William T. H. Brooks, Department of the Monongahela, through the efforts of numerous private industrial and commercial firms during Lee’s 1863 invasion of Pennsylvania and the denial of most of the claims for compensation following the war.
  • Vol. 27, March-June 1944, p. 1

Pittsburgh’s Negro Troops in the Civil War.
• By George L. Davis.
  • Vol. 36, June 1953, p. 101

Some Aspects of Pittsburgh Industrial Contributions to the Civil War.
• By Louis Vaira.
  • Vol. 6, Jan. 1923, p. 9

Thirty Days of Panic.
• By George Swetnam. Story of the fortification of Pittsburgh in the weeks before the Battle of Gettysburg.
  • Vol. 51, Oct. 1968, p. 329

Miscellaneous

A Glimpse of Railroading in the Civil War.
• By Theodore R. Parker. Short description of the engineers strike of the Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne and Chicago Railroad in January 1864.
  • Vol. 20, Sept. 1937, p. 220

• Compiled and edited by John Kent Folmar.
  • Vol. 66, July 1983, p. 293

Andrew Carnegie’s Civil War Profits.
• By Edwin S. Fickes. The article concludes that Carnegie’s interests in iron manufacture were too late to have participated in Civil War defense contracts.
  • Vol. 17, March 1934, p. 77

Dog Jack.
• By Dan Studebaker, Jr. Dog Jack, a mixed-breed bulldog, was the mascot of the 102nd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry, was present at all major engagements in the East, was wounded three times and captured twice and finally disappeared in Frederick, Maryland in December 1864
• Vol. 62, Apr. 1979, p. 187

• By Edward G. Everett. Analyses the state’s newspapers and their attacks on opponents of the war and the Republican administration.
• Vol. 44, March 1961, p. 1

The Buried “Broken-Back Ducks” 200,000 Fifty-Cent Pieces: What would they be worth today.
• By Ardis Jones Blenko. The burial by the Economites of $100,000 in coin at the time of General Morgan’s cavalry raid in East Ohio in 1863.
• Vol. 59, Jan. 1976, p. 84

The Pittsburgh Sanitary Fair.
• By Charles W. Dahlinger.
• Vol. 12, Apr. 1929, p. 97

The Pittsburgh Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Convention, September 25-26, 1866.
• By Charles D. Cashdollar. An anti-President Johnson national convention of veterans of the Civil War, supporting a harsh reconstruction.
• Vol. 48, Oct. 1965, p. 331

The Sanitary Fair.
• By Dorothy Daniel. Describes the Pittsburgh Sanitary Fair, which opened June 1, 1864 under Chairman Felix R. Brunot, for the benefit of the U. S. Sanitary Commission.
• Vol. 41, Summer 1958, p. 145

The Shinplaster Prosecution.
• By Wayne K. Homren. The use of private scrip in lieu of coins in Pittsburgh during the early part of the Civil War.
• Vol. 70, Jan. 1987, p. 91

• By Edwin M. Mosely. Compares the two colleges during the Civil War (one abolitionist and one Copperhead) and discusses several of its alumni who were officials and soldiers during the war.
• Vol. 45, June 1962, p. 107

Writing History from Civil War Newspapers.
• By J. Cutler Andrews. Anecdotes involving Civil War newspaper correspondents.
• Vol. 54, Jan. 1971, p. 1